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Before: 

HON. J. RANDALL CREEL, HON. JOHN  GH , HON ICOMETFI PHTPPS, 
Judge.  •  Presi ding Judge.  Judge. 

APPEARANCES: 

FOR THE PEOPLi:;: 
RICHARD EUH, Dig. 
Assistant District Att -.)rney 
New York County 

EPHRAN LONDON', Esq. 
Attorney for Defendant Lenny Bruce 
1 East 44th Street 
New York, N. Y. 

Also Present: MARTM GARBUS I.sq. 

ALLEN G. SCHUARTZ, Es q. 
Attorney for Defendants Howard & Ella Solomon 
733 third Avenue 
New York 17, N. Y. 

* * * * 

MR. KIM I have no further 

Taat is the People's case. 

MR. SCHWARTZi No further questions. 

MR. LaNDONt No further questions. At this 

time, ;the defendant Lenny Bruce moves to dismiss • 

on the •information as aga'nst hin: on the ground, 

first that the People have failed to make out a 

rimy facie case in that Mr. Bruce has not been _ jela 

,,— 

 

shown guilty of violating section 1140A as 

qu es tions 



3. 

charged In the informations. I believe that the 

Court.had indicated earlier in this case that it was 

bound by the ruling of the Court of Appeals with 

respect to the validity of this statute. And 

I assume with respect to the meaning of the 

statute. The only time that the Court of 

Appeals has considered this statute is in the 

case of thel  agaInst 
 That is 

256 NY 451.i This is the authoratative in terp- 

retation of the statute, one by which the Court 

is now bound. T might add that the opinion 

in that case was elven by Judge Pound, with 

Judge Cardoza, Lehman and Kellogg concurring. 

The Court said in reference to the particular 

work that as under discussion or that was the 

rflibject of prosecution in Wendling. I t said 

as folic:roc °It was a play. The language of the 

play is coarse, vulgar and profane. The play 

is cheap and tawdry. It is a dramatic =TV-

poal tion and serves to degrade the stage. 

Then there are some matters that is notirel-

evan t. And it continued there. It was 



indecent from every consideration of propriety 

as entirely clear. The question is not, and 

again there is omission whether the language is 

that of the barroom rather than the parlor. 

The question is whether the tendency of the 

play is to excite lustful and lecherous 

des ire. Then the Court went on and T omit 

'another portion. The question is not whether 

it would tend to coarsen or vulgarize the youth 

who might witness it, but whethevit would tend 

to lower their standards of richt and wrong as 

tn3ecifically--ao to the sexual relation. Then 

the Court said later in the opinion, "unless, 

we say that it is obscene to use the language 

of the street rather than that of the scholar, 

the play is not obscene under Penal Law 1140A. 

AiSTTCENDRTAGH:  was the facts 

though? What was indicated? 

LanaN: They were talking of a play 

Called, "ITankie and Johnnie," a dramatizatial. 

But I, am speaking of the language of that 

decision as being controlling upon this Court. 

And. T think it is clear, that when the Court 

4. 



says that coarse and vulgar language is not 

obscene even though it might be considered 

undesirable, I thinkit is binding on this 

Court. .And I think that all one can Day and 

would disagree with the statements that Bruce's 

language here Was coarse and vulgar and profane, 

not that it was obscene. It can not be said under 

this statute that use of sl:ch language con-

stitutes a crite under scotim 1140A. The 

Court was quite clear in saying that the use of 

language alone of that kind oun riot be the basis 

of a prosecution, and the Court set aside -a 

propecUtion. The defendant was held not to 

have Violated section 1140A. Also, the Court 

indicated that there had to be some proof. 

And  think this is the inference ore must draw 

from the 6Pinion. That :t would tend to lower 

the standards of right or wrong as to the sex-

ual relation of youths. This Is the test of 

violation of the statute, rhethar It excites 

desire, as might the lascivious display of 

female;  charms or and--I  sorry. That it would 

tend to lower the standards of right or wrong 

of yoOth with respect to the sexual relation. 

This is. 'the test. Now, for one thing, there 



has been no proof there are--nor could there 

be any proof in this case there were any youths 

present. 

MR. KUH2 How is that word defined? 

MR. WDON: I assume it has to be someone 

of an age below the age level of maturity, what 

we consider the age of raGitur!ty. There le no 

proof whatever of the preaonce of any youth 

in the audience of any of these three per-

fomances. Not one ita of proof. Arid as I 

said, facts to the contrary. And there is no 

proof that anything that:+r. Bruce had said would 

excite lustful des!.re or would tend to lower 

the standards of richt and wrong, of youths as 

to the sexual relation. T should like to come 

to the second point of the motion, and that is 

the second ground. And that is that the statute. 

is on the face obscene--is unconstitutional,. 

Please forgive me. 1 may have been right the 

first. time Your Honor. 'Unconstitutional. 

would like to have the Co,:rt consider as art of 

this motion the arguexent made on the mction--

on the demurrer. But if the Court wishes I shall 

certainly repeat it at this time. 

JUSTICEMURTAGH: We heard it. 

6. 



MR. LONDON: Will you consider it as being 

made at this time? 

JUSTICE VURTA OH : Yes . 

MR. TINDOIT: On tr is motion to di:smi.ss. 

JUSTICE ILUETAGH: We do. 

VR. Ll4DON: I may say Your Honor that -• 

this is a question t1-.•ii.t I believe is now before 

the Court of Appeals on another statute, wl ich 

is by the way much more clearly drawn. And 

it may very wc:11 be that the case will be  

decided before the end of this term.:  T don't 

know whether the Court will wish to withold 

final judgement until tl.is de termi ti on is 

made. But I would think in the ordinary 

course of events a decision wi llbe made by 

the Court of Appeals on a legality, as I say a 

much more clearly drawn statute . 

JUSTICS CriaL: An opinion would be largely 

based upon that particular statute. 

VIA YANDfli  As I understand, the attack 

that was made. on the s tato to by the attorney 
at 

who made :it it is not/all different from the 

basis of the attack that I have made here. And 

of course a great deal will depend on the basis 

of. the Cour toe dec is ion . T think that the 

7. 



attorney for the appelant in that case was 

very clear in the grounds on the basis for the 

appeal, in the basiS for challenge to the 

constitutionality of the statute. And 1' 

believe that the basic issue in that case is 

the constitutionality of the statute. I would 

guess from the arguement Atself that the 

question of constitutionality can't be avoided 

in the decision, on this very gr:)und that I 

have discussed here. On the question of 

language, I believe there is a great deal of 

.other authority beside the Wendlfng case that 

I have quoted us relut!mg to the. queL:tion of 

language ituelf,,and whether or not iangt.age 

can be obscene. I think that the Court wouti 

have to agree that can the basis of what it 
e- 

heard, that this is ro,t likely to arouse 

lustful desire in the average adult or in even 

the average youth of any eb::.muni ty. Me 

question is whether or not the language itself 

apart from this statute, may be considered as 

obscene. I think  the Court in Gruvecrest 

against, Passmosergene, (phonetic )--that was 

a Pederal case. That was Judge Bryan whose 

8. 



opinion was affirmed in the 2nd circuit. Said 

very clearly that language alone can not be hold 

obscene. That the fac t that 1 t is coarse or;  

the fact that we consici.,:tr it coarse, is not 

basis for a holding that one has violated 

statute. Probhbiting the decemina ti on or 

publication or utterance of obsceni ty.  . If I 

may take just a moment of the Cour t ts time cn 

this whole question of language . I think that 

we have to recognize that what we have heard_ 

le nothing more than a social taboo  This 

question of abhorrence of particular words and 

acceptance of others, as for example let us 

take the word "fuck" that ?Ar. Bruce has used. 

I don It think there is any question but that 

if the word "fornica to" is used, nobody v,111 

consider it offensive . I have heard f t used 

from thepulpi t. I know it is used in the 

politest soaiety. The difference between the 

two words is certainly not one of meaning. I t 

is a--I imagine it Is a quest! on of purely 

historical acceptance of one and rejection of 

the other. The reason th t we a t this day 

9. 



reject the one word, is purely that it Is a 

word of anglo-saxon origin . And that we know 

Irj that after the Norman invasion of Filgland, the 

words that began to be adopted, words of poll te- 

ness that began to be 1.sed in the english 

language were words of french or 1E1  And those 
7kt-11:2 

that were of anglo-saxon or 1 gin tended to be 

used by the .i.easant class or the servant class. 

We find that throughbut the language. We find 

for exarbple as an interesting illustration, 

that when .  you talk in terms of food, that i t 

is served on the table to the gentry, find that 

the word is usually of french origin r  like pork 

or 't)eof, like mutton Bad rlany others . But vh 

you,' talk about the animal that is taken care 

of by the, working class or by the servan t, it 

is the. word of anglo-saxon origin, like cow, 

like sheep and so on. And this socIal tradit-

ion has• also come in to the use of words relating 

to sexual activity. So we accept words of french 

origin because they are words associated his - 

toiically with poll teness . If T may digress 

for a moment. I think you will find i t is 



also curious that most of the words accooiated 

with the nobility, inoluding the word "nobil ty" 

are words again of french ori:A.n. Gentility, 

politeness, nbility, thesH are all words of 

french oriCn. Speaking now of the words 

relating to sexual ac ti vi ty  Coitus, which 

came from the latin through the french sexual 

intercourse. Fornication, all have come through 

the french and -all are considered proper. The 

word "fuck" is not. We kl ow another word that 

comes up is "shit." That s ar,other word of 

anglo-saxon origin from old english4 That is 

not acceptable nowpresu,:ably, but yet the word 

excrete is perfectly acceptable. 

:USTTCR gURTAGE: 7f you grant Individually 

theee*words,-are unacceptable, T think you will 

have to grant also that basically the monologue 

that consists of little oth(.r than ratching of 

one after another of these vulgar words, one on 

the other. 

PAIR. LONDOV : Your Honor, I do not concede 

they are unacceptable. I do agree that they are 

considered in some levels of society to be vulgar. 

11. 



And as a matter of fact, even that word vulgar 

is a clear indication of the status of these 

words . Because it come from the la tin "welgaris, 

(phonetic) of the c (.rmon people. These words 

are used all of the time  certain strata. 

I :have heard distinguished 1! nguis t from 

Harvard make the statement under oath that there 

are three groups th-t use language of th,A t kind 

frequently. One is the v.orking class, the 

lower economic strata. Sec oncl is the people 

of the theatre, and thtrd is the upper social 

strata o:' the higher economic brackets. And 

I would say this lang1;age Ls language that I 

have heard throughout my 1! fe tize. 

JITS TIC TE MIT R TA GH : never been subjected to 

a barrage of it s Lch as appears in tha t. 

MR. L:MDON  I served four years in the 

army . I heard it every day tl..a t  was In the 

Army those four years . Every other person I 

have spoke to in the army had the same exper-

ience. There wets ten mf Ilion of us . 

JUSTICii MURTACH: I did not have any in 

12. 



four years in service. 

MR: Lam% it Your Honor, your experience is 

unique,, At any rate, whether or not it is 

considered a social offense to use that language 

in certain circles or under certain conditions, 

I  think we must agree that t: :is is a purely 

social taboo. Ihati t is not obscene to use 
• 

that kind of language. And that this is all 

that one can say, thi:t Mr. Bruce has done here. 

He bas used the language th.it perhaps some 

believe should be confined to the barroom or 

the'barracks or other groups. But should not' 

be used in certain particular circles., 

would like again to stress the fact that there 

is no proof that any youth heard anyone of mon-

ologues 'that are the subject of the three 

informations. And on that basis alone there 

should be a dismissal. 

MR.  People wi 11 -wish to be heard. 

.assume Mr. Schwartz will 

JUSTICE CREEL: You join in the motion? 

fR. 
 

SCHWARYZt I would like to make a sep- 
. 

arate'motion if I may. T. move to dismiss the 

13. 



`the' information against Ella and Howard Sol- 

omon )11 completely different grounds,. Mr. 

London has spoken a.bont obscenity. He knows a 

lot more than I do. It is all before the Court. 

I :won It waste your t Tra or ours with It. But 

I ask Your Honors if you r:'11 to make an effort, 

hellring what T have to say, to divorce my clients, 

Z1latzand Howard Solomon from Mr. Bruce and from 

myself if possible'. To adlress ourselves coley 

to the information at tl:'s time. That inform-. 

ation charges that Ella and Howard Solomon as 
P-  • 

owners, Managers, producers, directors or 

agents, either prepared, advertised, gave, 

directed, presented or 1-articipated in an 

-obi3cene .Ahow. Sow, on the People Is case Your 

Honor, there was riot :Inc single shred of tea-

timony that either Ella or Howard Solomon prepared 

the show or the monologue, or advertised i.t, 

'Or gave,, it or directed i t or preser ted it or 

part!ciiiated in it. Not one single shred of 

evidence. Nobody testifi.ed to that. There 

wasn't a. piece of evl.dence as to the question 

of their capacity wi th the Cafe Au go go. 

Their .inforr.:ation reads they were the owners or 

14. 



managers, and in fet• thf.s Court has held and 

Judge Strong has held that the corporaticin was 

the owner. And in fact when aubl..oena duces 

teoum were personally served on Howard Sol=on, 

he provided the tapes which are not in evidence 

in this court pursuant to Judge Stmmgcs ruling 

vh'•.ch reads in part as follows: "Tne Court 

finds-after careful coneideration of the tes-

timony at the hearimg, that the People es tab- 

'prima facie case. Ti..t the corp:T- 

. ation to which the subpoenas were dIrected, the 

Cafe Au Co Go, Inc., owrod and controlled the 

tape recordings refer;•ed to therein at the time.  

they were prodt.oed. They were made on corporate 

premises by employees on the corporate payroll, 

under the supervision of corporate officers, 

onequipment used in corporate business, with 

tapes supplied by :individuals working on that 

equipment, and kept in custody of corporate 

officers. In fact Your Honor, Judge Strong 

went otyfurther to say that the tapes represented 

as receipts of the corporation have potential 

15. 
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value either for commercial reproduction or as 

defense material in possible civil, criminal, 

or administrative proceedings . In fact Judge 

Strong said it was a corpor-tte premises. 

Secondly, address ourselves to the qu es ti on 

of manager. On ly two pi aces of evidence-- 

JIM TEC  RTAGH: Y L'u concede that the 

corpora ti,.n owned and managed the premises? 

SCMATTZ Th yes I d o Your Honor. 

JUSTICE. IICUHTACH: I think that the corp- 

oration Should have been brought  They will 

be before the License De i'ar tnen t is they should 

be. 

MR. SCHWA TL: Thes z are two innocent 

people cthat are arrested. That is the truth. 

A  • more impor tan t point I would like to 

leave with this Court. There was no testimony 

by the 'People that  . or !Ars. Solomon prepared 

the 'material or advertised the performance, and 

gave permission for, directed or presented or 

participated in it. It is the District Attorney 

• obligation of showing their capacity and not only 

that they were inves tors or shareholders, but' they 



prepared the transcri; ts, advertised the 

performance, gave the permiss on, dIrec ted i t, 

presented it or part!cii.,ated in 1 t. If the 

corporation was here before the Cou.rt Your 

Honor, I c.n see that I c ould not make this 

Ins-tion the way I am m.kin5 i. t • 

.3dsTI C \W'ii AGii: I agree to that. 

sCE7iziP.742: T agree to that. They have 

not established .a prima facie case against these 

two people who before th's Court are incioaent. 

Task your honors respectfl.11y to dismiss the 

infor:cation as against them, f.-.)r a failure to 

establish a prima facie case. 

y R. KUH: If I may be heard. T will try 

not to take as long E0.1 defense counsel have.

ttre People have no zr:arrel wi th 

the ?(!ndling case) T think Your Honor's -' 

question addressed  :t1 . London showed thei- 

Wendling' case was dealing  th a play: It was. 

dealing with a play that }i&d some purpose other 

17. 
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I
than mere deciminati on of vulgar' ty. Certainly, 

in no way, not in New York as far as T know, 

there is no jurisdiction nor has there been 

any attempt to prosecute n ch e great play as 

tkUhose Afraid of Virginia Woolf,' that use 8 the 

word 'fuck." Nor do IT kDow f any effort to 
or 

prosecute or close in New York/anyplace else, 

any of Tennessee 111.1-:.1. anls plays  ch frequen tly 

use expletives that are not In common erglish 

usage. But there we are lealirg with language-. 

that is an integral part of the play not lang-

uage that Is vulgarity taken for the sake of) 

shock. j As tht situation lics here,i t was not 

integrated in a.ny of the three performancea. 

1-.  found extremely in teresting., indeed I learned 

much from 4.1r. London's d1 scuss ion of the 

::rigin of man 4 ards  think had Lir. 

Bruce discussed lanvage in that learned fashion,  

Mr. Bruce would not be a deft ndan t here in the 

courtroom. But Mr. I.ondon 1 3 abi 11 ty to bring to 

this courtroom social valus, learning erudition, 



does not in any way transfer over to his client, 

rub off on his client wt.;) rade no effort to do 

any .such thing in any of the cheap and di.s- 

gus ting and vulgar perfer:rances that Your 

Honors has been forced to 1:E ti.n to here. I 

suggest however that we are: not unlIke.,  the 

impression Mr. London w:,. 'd rke to leave, 

dealing solely with vulgar larg,:age. Tndeed, 

we find in loz.,k'_ne, at tht t'•'' tr.nscrlz.ts, we 

have words running around as "fuck, shit." 

Your Honors have heard thern all. -1'-.e r e .; -: . c 

50 Minute. perfornances, i.ni the 1.1:-:rds are 

some 100 times or thereabc. „. in ,:isch per- 

formance. 3'.  That la bad, but 't goes beyc-nd a 

\mere *calling out of the r!os. t vt.:1Esi r Y.:;rf1:7 that 

anyone. can think of. YoU hivo stories that 

are..equally vulgar and equally pointed, even 

if those stories had Ivied correct and accept-

able and decent english usaLe. Those s torusm 

Would be objectionable. I- suggest that the 

story• that spoke politely of rat- anor l',:-:oseveltts 

breast - and heard col?.oquy cencern!nF ht•r breasts, 

rather than using the Fruce term "tl.ts .” Which 

is part of the fabric that deals wi th people.. 



t  3:-4,7 ur 4. na tins in the s cnk and urin - 

a ting from window sills, rather than as Mr. 

Bruce says pissing in the s nk and pls sing 

from window sills. That deals w th 1;eo;.1.0 

havin,z sexual in terc ours e  th a chicken, 

rather than as  . Eruce says fucking 

chicken. 3 suE .... es: that k fabr c  such 

s tries even us ink: the cot: ec t and pr• ;I er and 

appropria to and decent lanLu ce ,  be a lmos t' 

as objectionable as the fabr: c  Mr. Bruce,  

has peppered wi  noth"ng but the )s t gutter 

kind of filth  7 suEges: we are dealing morev 

than 711 th filthy w rrds when we ‘.lea 1 t.N! th the Se 

transcripts , in particular the perforpances of 

one Len ny Bruce. I s  t a120 that r. La-) don 

concentrates  as talking c!f irs tful and lech- 

erou.s desires. I say Mr.  .  or is blithely 

ignoring •a 1963 ()I:I:lion of the Coll' t of Appeals. 

People against Fri tchj f phcn e tie ) I r, cl €. ed the 

first and :cildea t meaning of obscene is filthy 

and d iscuating. F suggest that I • z ;A:1(5 have 

diffi.oulty, - and- = think even  . Lond Du wot:ld 

be hard pressed tc• fint5 tha't 6ny desc:r!ption 

20. 
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other than filthy and disgusting would fit 

Mr.'BrUcele materisl. In terms of their fit-

nese for youth, I find it interesting and indeed 

amusing* that before the trial s tarts Mr. London 

thunders if the standard is fitness for youth, 

the statute is uncons ti tutional. After the 

People rest, he th!..!nders "why did the People 

not show that youths were present." indeed, 

however, on either Lis or Mr. SchwArtz's cross 

examination, it was brought out there were 

you0g people, some waitresses and I think the 

testimony, I am not sure--was waitresses who' 

appeared to be about 19 or 20 who were in the 

premises. That was brought out in Mr. Ruiz's 

examination. I point out that the People aren't 

this prosecution on the unfitneis  '/VDTC 

:efsii

resting

in tlr .  ucells material for youths. We are 

res tin g on the fact that the statute states 

"tends to corruption of morals of youths. or 

others.ft Indidentally, there was some proof 

that yoUng people were ;.reeent at least one of 

Bruce's performances. Tt is the positi:m o 

the People that our ease Would be equally, 



complete if there was a perforn:anoe before an 

audience of 200 people of the distinguished 

ages of all of Your Honors. There would be 

no need to have youngsters. I suggest further 

that at this time to put Your Honors in a state 

of suspended animation waiting for a court in 

Albany to rule on two cases Involving "Memoirs 

of a Woman of Pleasure" would serve no purpose. 

And in one ease) the question of "Memoirs" comes 

up, and incidentally the Appellate Division in 

the First Department having found the book 

obscene, whether or rot tl'!s Appellate Court 

finds that prurient has no impact on whether 

. or not Lenny Bruce is filthy or disguating. 

,_flibether or not the Court of Appeals finds 

"Memoirs of a Woman of Pleasure" is filthy 

for yoUngster under 16 is not involved. T. 

again reiterate, this prosecution is not; 

premised on Bruce's material being unfit for 

youngsters .only._/Tt is premised on the statute 

that deals with unfitness for youths or others. 

I suggest that there is no point in wa7ting for 

those opinions. I suggest that to take M 

22. 
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London seriously would be to hold that the 

legislature of this state or any state is without- 

power to bar a foul show. There was some 

colloquy as to Mr.. London havinE heard the 

yords. I was in the army. 7. was an enlisted 

man. I heard these words. T did not hear 

them, and In my years, T have not heard them 

used in large crowds of mixed cc,mpari  And 

indeed in the army, and as a combat infantry 

man, I never at any time heard them with the 

persistence and repetition to the extent that I 

have heard them in Bruce's tapes. find I say 

that as a man who was not In any exalted 

position in the army, but u man who worked as 

a combat infantrynan during the war in the 

army. As to the role of Howard and Ella 

Solomon  Mr. Schwartz quickly determined ..they 

didn't. prepare and didn't advertide, and 

didn't give and didn't direct, iEnoring the 

fac.t that the statute says Puny person who is 

the manager, etc. or in any capacity, "presents 

or, participates  T. suggest that the 

people are corporate officers. They in some 



capacity present a show when the corporation 

contracts for the show and presents the show. 

I suggest there is abundant evidence here and 

not only corporate docun.ents but testimony of 

the witness Ponzini, (phont-tic) he Fot orders 

from Howard Solomon. Officer ''Neal that he 

had a conversation with Solomon, will h Solomon 

said he heard Bruce and seen all of Bruce's 

shots. • We have documents ab:;ut Ella Solomon's 

role. We .have Ponzlni testifying, that Ella 

Solomon watched the Bruce performance oontin-

uously between April 1 and April 7. -  I would 

point out that Ponzini was, I think still was 

then he testified In theemploy of the Solomons 

and of the corporation. And that sho had sold 

24: 

the tickets on April 7th And we hove the 

°Meer who testified that Elias Solomon vol-;' 

unteored on April 7th she was in charge and she 

was seen during tho show itself, In the business 

portion of the premises where the show is clear 

and audIble. If  suggest at this poInt, that 

the moti ,n of both counsel as to both cases and 



all three counts must be In all respects denied. 

JUSTICE CREEL: Since an appellate court, 

highest appellate court has laid down certain 

standards of. unconstitutional grounds and. 

constitutional grounds, and we of course being 

bound by their holdings. May T ask just where 

in .any of these so-called performances do you 

find a dominant a :  pealto prurient in  

Where do you find hard core pornography with 

the possible exception of the latter part of 

the program which you have already referred. to, 

"sodomy with an animal, chicken." Which 

have reread and fin.3  It says nothing much 

more than--if it says anything, they have a law 

against' It. 

MR. KUHi May it please the Court. We 

are dealing here with matters-- 

.1177TCE CREEL: He was vulgar. 

ME. KU4: I suggest to your honor that Your 

Honor.is limiting appeal to prurient In 

as appeal to erotic interests. I suecest that 

the courts have not said that. There have been 

eases In the Supreme Ccurt, Mr. London oan give 
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you the nar,es better than I, dealing with books 

of sages and masochists. We know we are desal-

ing with contrary community standards, not 

standards of any particular group of Ind ivide 

uals, but the • commuri ty ut large. The major- 

ty of cor.muni ties would not f!nd sad ti c and 

masochist par t1  ten. appealing to their 

pruri t interest. •zui to the contrary, 1 t 

would tend tc cilegUst. 

JUSTICE  Where do we have that in 

those so-called performances? 

MR. KIJE: I am sug,:es ting in the Court of 

Appeals in the Fri tch case, a unanimous Supreme 

Court case in the s tate of 711in ca a this month, 

in a somewhat similar situation.  tually 

stated, this was the decision this month, yet 

unoited. In holdir:g certain scotologi cal 

terms somewhat similar  these were vile. 

That to hold otherwise would be i111g`oal.  

They quote language ti-at  previo• sly rea•-', from 

the Pritch aase. 

P.ISTICE YURTAGH: Same facts from Judge 

Desmond. 
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KUH: The Fritch case. Judge Desmond 

says that it is crystal clear in New York that if 

something is filthy and disgusting—in fact 7 

have looked up the wordprurient in the diction-

ary. And it talks--T don't have the definition 

with me, but it talks of morbidness and itchy. 

And r suggest that morbidness and itching are 

not in the sexual direction, but can be in a 

preoccupation with filth, with animal things, 

with scotological things. I siy generally the 

word prurient is in the sense erotic. I say the 

dictionary definition does not solely re:1111re 

that use. I say further that Judce Desmond,:-; 

chief judge of the Court of Appeals writing In 

the Pri toll case said, "how absurd it would be to 

say that people can be filthy and discusting as 
e- 

long as they are not erotic." -I think our own 

good common sense would pick it up. And T 

find nothi_ng in. any opinion to contravent. It 

would be absurd for a cy.r.:rt to say as long as you 

don't arouse, our commun.. ty will permit you to  

be just as filthy and disFusting as you can, 

possibly imagino. 7. know having heard tapes of 



Mr. Bruce Is interpretation as given .1n hls 

performances. He talks dirty and uses filthy 

words, but as long as It is not prurient, as 

long as none of you are aroused loan do it. I 

suggest there is no legal authority-- 

JUSTICE CR EL: That is precisely what the 

Supreme Court of the United States Las said. 

The Bill of Rights in art.1cle l therefore 

pfir u: I ts - - 

MR. KITH: If It please Your Honor. The 

Supreme Court has said t'nbst obscene terms are 

not within the constitutional protection of the 

first amendment. SUS i:ast week in the Corbello 

case I think, there was the pronunciation that 

if something is obscene, then it is not within 

the constitution protection. Wh.tt is obscem . 

Your Honor's question seems to suggest that it 

can only' be obscene if it .18 prurient us:ng-- 

JUSTICE Clii-:61J: Or hard core pornography . 

MR. OH: I say to you that the T111noiS 

Court and Judge Desmond speaking for this court, 

has said 'kJ:at it wo.Ild lx; an absurd interp-

retation. I suggest to you that the Supreme 
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Court has gone up on obscenity statutes, sus-

tained convictions of material that were 

sadistic, masochist. It seems to me-- 

JUSTICE CRi..EL: The erotic going wrong, 

debauchery. 

KUH: If a man stands up 50 minutes 

and discusses hiving Intarcourse with chickens, 

and "discusses—let's see-- 

SUSYICE CREEL: He does thut for about two 

minutes. 

MR. KUH: I suggest tir.t may well be. 

sugest this may be the erc.tic going wrc'ng, 

one is concerned w!th  display, whole- 

..stile display of disgusting terms touching on 

sexual points.  suggest that this is the 

abnormal. This suggests sickness, just as 

much as the sadistic and masochist ben 

suggests sickness. I suggest that sickness lies 

in the area of preoccupation wIth vA.g!kr term- • 

inology, pissing in the sink, Mrs. Roosevelt-- 

JUSTICE CREEL: We 1.:.ve heard enough of • 

that. We had it.. 

MR. KUH: I sug:est Your Horval made cAle 

point I would like to answer. Your Honor sugg- 
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es ted that s ome of this s tuff tha t Your Honor 

finds offensive only lasts a few minutes. But 

Judge Fuld noted, and Judge Plaid is certainly 

not a friend of iny thin g that might smack 

remotely of censorship. Ile was dealing with 

the Richmond Coun ty News case. And the con • 

ten tion that the magazine taken as a whole--you 

know Judge Feld was one of those who voted for 

reversal, and that was reversed. The con-

tention was made that as the magazi.ne con-

tained artistic things and contal.ned th'ngs of 

some merit, that if taken as a whole i t could 

not be obscene. The court fol,nd i t not obscene. 

But Judge Fuld, and this differs Z think, if 

any single item considered as a whole were 

pornographic, and circums fano es sho'-ed I t wa.s 

included in a collec ,  ion, that would not save I t 

from a criminal- prosecution . Mr. Schwartz just 

this afternoon characterized the Bruce dialogue 

as a series of staterien t, comments and thought;:. 

I have seen these and I find no uni ty to them. 

They meander, wander, deal with a hundred things. 

They are a full a:,tholo,,zy of fl lth. And so if 
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in this anthology of filth, Your Honor finds 

qne part of that anthology that is defective, 

I suggest Judge Fuld and Richmond County had 

made Your Honor's duty clear. If any single 

item were pornographic. Tne circumstances that 

it was included in the collection otherwise 

would not save it. I hope that I have answered 

Your Honor's questions. I have gotten a bit 

afield. 

JUSTICE MURTAGH: Thank you very much. 

MR. LOND3'.: There are a number of things 

Mr. Kuh has said that I would like to address 

myself to. 

JUSTICE .f[TRTAGH: Make i t brief please. 

MR. LONDON: I will try to be as brief 

as I can. He speaks of the Frltch case. He 

relies rather heavily as :!upporting his view 

of this case. _Apparently Mr. Kuh is not aware 

of it, but as of last Monday this case has 

been overruled. No longer law anywhere, 

certainly not in the State of New York. The 

case involved the question of whether or not 

the book "Tropic of Cancer" 1s obscene. And 
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the United States Supreme Court in a decision 

handed down on Monday said that it is not 

obscene. 

JUSTICE MURTAGH: That will go to the state-

ment of Judge Desmond quoted by Mr. Kuh. 

MR. LONDON: Goes certainly to the quest-

ion of what the court is willlng to consider. 

I am not merely indicating Your Honors that the 

Court has held that certain works can not be 

constitutionally suppressed, 4nd if I nsLy again 

rofer to the Fritch case. If I may jut for 

a moment read to you the language that Judge 

Scileppi, fond particularly objectionable. he 

said it was typical of this book. Just take a 

moment to read a bit of It. This Is Judge 

Scileppi 's original quotation from the BOok 

Tropic of Cancer. Which he tLen sad was 

obscene 'which the Supreme Court said is not 

obscene. *I will tuck you Tanya so that you 

will stay tucked. If you are afraid of being 

fucked publicly 1 will ftck you prfvately. I 

will take off a few hairs from your cunt and 

paste them on Boris's ch, n." Judge Scileppi 

found particularly offensive, the United States 
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Supreme Court said this is riot. 

JITSTECR 1,11J1iTAGH: That was punt of a lit-

erary fabric. A literary prest3ntation. Such 

as we are given here would be quite different. 

MR. Llarir: Yes Your.  Honor. May I call 

Your Honor's attention to the fact that Judge 

Soileppi says that this is typical. This 

recurs throughout the book and that thilse words 

which he has selected are used more than three 

hundred times. his is the dominant theme 

Jude Soileppi found of the book whLch is not 

obscene . Now,  th respect to the .;ties tion of 

whether or not a work must be judi:ed as a whole. 

Judge Fuld did make that statement. However, I 

believe that 1.t is contrary to what tha rest of 

the court believes. And because that was an 

opinion in which T believe only cne judge 

concurred. Not a raaj.:;r! ty of the ccurt, but 

thatthe United States Supreme Court said in the 

Roth case, that the work must be judged as a 

whole and then repeated. Tien in the cais that 

Mr . Huh referr-A to a to ted again tha t the work 

must again be judged as a whole. They held that 
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the work in that case des ite what might have 

been considered an offensive portion was not 

obscene. Now, Mr. Kuh stated that there was 

something in this record of the trial, and he 

referred to a particular part of the cross 

examination. I believe Y.r. Kuh or some other 

witness. He says that the People are not 

predicating this prsecuti.on on a monologue to 

youths. He said categorically that the case is 

predicated on the desemination of this monologue 

to others. On the other hand, we can not attempt 

to change the meaning of the statute. It has 

meaning that was given to it. by the highest court 

of our state. And that meaning I believe that 

must be accepted by this court. 
e- 

JUSTICE .tURTAGH: This is not a prosecution 

for obscene information to youths, is that correct 

Mr. Kuhl' 

MR. KUH: It is n:, t. Statutes frequently 

have a string of words, and you don't need to 

prove each one. We are prosecuting on the basis 

of the-- 

JUSTICE CREEL: These performances, however 

morbidly- offensive they :tay be in their vulgarity, 

very extreme and morbid sick mind, they still 
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don tt viol:Ate the obscenity laws .s laid out 

by the' Supreme Court of the United States. 

131/.;DON: I would say most certainly 

they do not. I say this relates to a question 

of corratunity standards, which lour Honor was 

touching upon before. Since the work must 

be judged in accordance with the standards of 

the communi ty of the t ime . And the United 

States Supreme Court has Indfoated that such 

works are tolerated by the co:,munity and are not 

offensive to community standards. I may add 

by the way that there has been no proof by the 

People in this case thcit there was anything in 
--• 

this--in these monologues or In these per-

formances that offends the current standards of 

decency. Using in a sense, using that term in 

a sense that it has been used in these obscenity 

oases, namely, current standards with respect 

to whether a work is obscene or not. I won't 

prolong this Your &nor. I remind Your Honors 

that we are dealing with a question of law 

here, whether 'certain terms that I think it is 

quite,a1.ear that were delivered are obscene. It 

is a qtiestion of. law. I w:luld urge 5.t be settled 

in.  the Appellate Court. T. also have a memorandum 



I can make available. 

JU3TICE MURTAGH: Now, as to All three 

defendants and as to all counts. Motion to 

dismiss is denied. Judge Creel dissents, who 

votes to grant the motion as to all three 

defendants on all counts. 

, JUSTICE CREEL: In explanation of my 

dissent, I would like to make the following 

entry in the record. I find as a fact that 

each of these performances here involved, 

studiedly offensive, insulting to the pre-

`vailing and current standard of the average 

NOV. Yorker and average New York community 

generally, as to decency, propriety, decorum, 

tastefulness, good manner, good speech. But 

as a matter'of facto./ find these said per-

formances do not made the grade as to hard-

core pornography. I found myself as a matter 

of law bound; however distastefully, to find 

that none of these performances are obscens, 

nor can they be held to be :Apscene under the.  

existing holding of the United States Supreme 
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Court, very narrowly defines the scope of that 

word, and forbidding prosecutions under obscenity 

tatutes of states and me tropoli tan :,iovern- 

ments of such excruciatingly bad taste, how- 

ever offensive it may be to the cormunity 

generally. I find that the United States 

Supreme Court h•as In fact stricken down the 

states police power, to defend the citizeru 

from such morbid vulgarness. And has in fact 

placed itself in the negative way in the 

position that city license department here 

sought -to occupy, and that the Supreme CoLrt 

has in fact licerfalesUch performances as these. 

This the Supreme Court has done in the name of 

freedom of expression of theBill of Rights, and 

on constitutional grounds in the name of the 

constitution of the United Sts', ea . And I 

observe that T find it dIstastfull to apply 

such law. And to further observe that much 

that is wrong with our law in this area, the 

constitutional law, is probably duo to too 

few constitutional conventions provided for 
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constitution. We have not hsad one since 1791, 

and far too much judicial legislation. That 

I say in defense of my dissent. I find that 

distasts3ful, but I must apply the law as I 

read it. It is laid down to me by the higher 

court. 

JUSTICE MURTAGfic All right. Is the 

defendant ready to proceed? 

LIR. LONDON Yes Your Honor. Bef ore 

proceeding, in view of the ruling majority, 

I would like court instructions in ,some matters. 

For one, I would ask the Court whether the 

statute that we are discussing here, that 5.t 

is the statute as construed by the Court of 

Appeals in People against Wendl5ng? In short, 

are we bound by that standard, or is there 

another Standard which we must pr:ve? 

JUSTICE MURTAGE: You must prooeed 

and use the standard that you see fit to use. 

You are the lawyer for the defendants. 

2.1R. LONDONI I am the lawyer for the 

defendants Your Honor, but I think that the 
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Court and I may havedifferent views as to the 

different applicable law. 

JM.-STICE: MURTAGH: You 0411 your witnesses 

and we will rule on individual questions, and 

I am not going to try to prescribe in advance 

wha t is proper, what is improper. 

JUSTICE PEI:Mt ive couldn't possibly do 

that. The Wendling ease, the Pritch.  case, you 

have other cases., There are various portions 

or particular items involved. Vie couldn't 

possibly proceed to tell you counsel which 

way to proceed. 

LONDON I If Your Honor please . T am 

not asking for instructions as to the way to 

proceed.; I asking instructions with respect 

to Your Honor's view of the statute. T would 

like to prove my case in accordance with Your 

Honor's interpretationof the statute. 

JUSTICE KURTAGH:. You must prove it in 

accordance  th the law, and you certainly 

are a competent member of the bar, oertainly 

in this area. Ile will have to ask you to 
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proceed in accordance with your own best 

judgement. 

LO:MON: Mr. Gilman has already been 

sworn. 

MR. RUH: People move .:t this point all 

witnesses..be excluded from the courtroom. Your 

Honor will recollect, defense made such a motion, 

the People expressed no interest  ther way. 

JUSTICE MURTAGH: Off the record. 

(Discussion off the record.) 

UR. OH: Is it clear that all of the defense 

experta are out of the courtroom. 

JUSTICE MURTAGHt Do yoli solemnly swear to 

tell the truth, the whole truth and nothing but 

the truth, .a'o•,help you God? 

WITNESS t I do. 

RICHARD GIT.24AN  called as a witness on behalf of the 

Defense, after first being duly sworn by theCourt, 

testified as follows! 

COURT OFFICER: What is your name? 

WITNESS ; Richard Gi lm . 

COURT OFFICER! What is your address? 

WriltiSt 29 East 9th 13tre t o  New York City. 

MR. L0NDOht I qualified this witness as 

an expert on dramatic Matters. 
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EXAMINATION BY MR. LONDON 

 

' Q  Did you hoar the recording of Mr. Bruce is 

performance of April 1st in court this morning? 

 

A  Yes, sir. 

 

Q  Have you read the transcript of that record- 

ing, and the transcript of the recording of his per-

formance of April 7th? 

 

A  Yes. 

Can you state whether the performances that 

you read and heard are typical of other performances 

that Bruce has given in-- 

ma. KUH: Object to that questi n as completely 

irrelevant. I am not concerned, nor the People, 

nor is thisprosecution concerned with whether 

Mr. Bruce recited "Mary had a little Lamb" In 

every one of his other per,formances, or what the 

nature of the other performances were. I think 

they are irrelevint. Assumfng that he was 

succesSful in being equally filthy on other occasions, 

or assuming that he used good taste on other occ- 

asions-- 

MR.sLONDON: •1 am tryinE to establish Lenny 

Bruce's st..tus and position as a performer. And 

I think. this is relevant, particularly if his 
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other performances are similar in content and 

in manner of delivery to this performance for 

which he is now being tried. 

MR. KUM: tt is the position of the People 

of this state that if Lenny Pruce were the 

greatest performer in the N%(, r1d, and if his other 

material were the most. gifted and mast literary 

and most artistic in the ctrld, it would not 

serve as a license fur filth. i  can set Your 

Honors' decisions. The Court of Appeals has said 

that artistic standit4 as sch elves vo right in 

terms of a particular inartistic work. If an 

artist were permitted an indulgence thata non- 

artist were not permitted, if that were so, our 

conotpt . of equal protects :•n under the law, 

constitutional right Mr. Londoe would go down 

the drain. 

MR. LO2q)ON: May T have the particular 

opinion that (r. Kuh is referring to? I would be 

very interested to learn of it. 

KUH: This year 1964, the Court of Alp eels 

said predicated on artistic merit, on the con- 

stitutional question, it la surf1cient to answer 

to say that artists are not such favarftes of the 



law that they may ply their craft in the teeth 

of a declared overriding public polcy against 

pornographic) displays. 

14R. LANDON: Too statemante that change that. 

Number 1, it is not the opinion of the court. 

Number 2, it has been overruled in Jacobellis 

against Ohio. That the artistic merit of a 

perforlance meet be considered. 

MR. KUH: I have no cparrel w!•th that. 

Artistic merit of a perfom!ance Involved, but 

not the artistic. status of the performer. I 

renew my objection to the question as to the 

other performances. 

JUSTICE YURTAGH: The Court will overrule 

the objection. It does not appear to the Court 

that these matters are relevant, but less we 

infringe upon the defendants, we will permit 

it. 

tiR LONDON: Thank you. 

Before you answer that question. I don't 

recall-whether:1°u answered the earlier first call. 

Whether you had.eeen prior perfor:-.ancee of Lenny 

Bruce? 

A  Yes. 
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 How. many performances of his have you seen 

in the past? 

 

A  /_saw two performances in the past. 

 

Q  • Have' you heard any of Bruce's rocordings? 

 

A  I - heard all of his r.!cordings. 

Did. you bear his recordIng-- 

 

A  I heard all his recordings. 

 

Q  Would you state whether the performance, 

or at least the transcript that you read of the per-

formance of April 1st and kpril 7th were typical of 

other performances of Bruce that you have seen and 

heard? 

MR. KUH: I will object to that on two 

grounds. One, irrelevant on the basis stated. 

Two,- if it is to be answered, I would like it 

specified.if it was typical of a particular 

performance'. The witness said that he heard only 

two others and heard all of his roords. I would 

want -to know is it typical of Lis records or 

typical of the other two. I would like to know 

more about the other two if it is to be allowed. 

JUSTICE YURTPtGH: I thinkthe point is well 

taken. We will sustain it us to that extent. . 
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W111 you stater whether or not the perform-

ances that you read were typical of tose two that you 

saw, and typical of his recordings? 

A  There were differences of material of subject 

matter, but there was an essentiul common line of 

approach and of treatment in the performance that 

saw, records that I heard. And the two performances 

that I saw and the transcripts that I have read. 

Have you formed an opinion with respect 

" to the artistic importan'ae or value of the two per-

formances of Apr71 let and April 7th? 

MR. OH: If it please the Court-- 

. That you read? 

MI. Ms I object to that question as not 

calling for expert testimony. And secondly, if 

it is to be naswered, if T um to be overruled, I 

would hope that the answer wolad be limited to 

a y.,241 or no answer. 

JpsTicz MURTAGH: I don't think that question 

is proper in form. You are asking what his opinion 

of it is. ftjection will, be sustained as to form. 

Phrase.the proper question. 

YR. 1,6MON: This called for a yes or no 

answer as Mr. 11, h pointed out. What I Intended to 

ask this witness, critic of the drama, critic of 
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public performances. 

JUSTICE MIIIITAGH: Will you proceed and ask 

him that: 

Have you formed an opinion-- 

JITS'iIC13 MURTAGHt You say a critic of the 

drama and public performances. 

Bav'e you formed any opinion with respect to 

the artistic value and importance of the performance 

of April let and Apr51 7th? 

A  Yea: 

Will you state what that opinion Is? 
• : 

L4R..KUH: I will object. This is matter that 

does not call for expert testimony. Whether or rot 

these performances have artistic merit. I think 

their very explicitness, the very nature, is some-

thing that can be 'determined by the Court unaided 

by an expert. I suggest that ti,is has been argued 

somewhat. 7 don't want to itnpose on the Court. 

1 am prepared with a-whole stack of volumes here 

ready to argue that point In detail. But I won't 

do it unless the Court Is disposed to hear argue-

ment. 

JUSTICE-MURTAGH: I think we will overrule 

the objection and allow the ilestio,i. Although 



we do feel that the question is of questionable 

propriety. We will allow it. 

MR. LONDON: Thank you . 

A:  The question is that in my :pinion is why 7 

think that it has artistic value. 

nether it has and if so-- 

A  I believe it has. I believe that the bast s of 

the artist's value is the basis to have any art, which 

is that on the other hand gives a form to an other-

wise chaotic experience that reveals beneath the person. 

That tell us what we are unable to know any other way. 

JUSTICE VURTACH: Youmean you have to resort 

to this language to convey that thotOlt? 

WITNESS: I don't know what language we 

resort to. 

JUSTICE MTJRTAGR: He asked for a definition-- 

*ItN.03S: I have never heard a definition or 

explanation of artistic value that: does riot deal 

with-- 

JUSTICE MURTAGII: What Is artistic value? 

UiI ii S: That value wh1ch cons ti tutes a work 

of art.. I would say it is a form of revelation 

which takes experiences and allows us to see in 

a way we are unable to see i t with-..ut the artist 

shaping and fore upon the ma tortal. 



JUSTICE MTIRTAGH: Where is there art in any 

of these transcripts? 

WI'lliLSS: I think it c-nsists really of 

what we feel, actually fee. or actually say. 

What we actually do as distinguished from the way 

we follow ourselves. The very use of certain 

kind of language seems to me is artistic, in so 
• 

far as it makes a revelation about our life 

today :life in society, life in relation to each 

other, sextial lives, imaginutive lives. L'ives 

as citizens. I think political matters there 

that. are subject to .satire . And the value that 

rises from that is the value of the liberation 

that we feel in seeing the truth. 

JUSTICE MURTAGE: Can you give specific 

examples from theperfcrmance of April 1st? 

.WIINESSt Page five says "titys bloody and 

maimed it is cL)an, but i f the ti ty is pretty it 

is dirty." Exactli the kind of thing we do with 

sex. We find the straightforward untouched City 

dirty and disturbing. ,We find the mutilated, 

brutalized. female form let's say acceptable. 



priest; language of the. courts ; language of 

politics; public language wh 'ell serves to hide 

from you a great deal of truth tha t is beneath 

ose languages. And my opinieri 's that actually 

the so-called dirty words that he uses are never 

used in the dirty sense. Always used to fulfill 

this function of breaking u;. the language. And 

allowing you to see how you actually live. Mother 

fucker, use of shit congealcd,  think is a 

perfect example of that . 

ZaSTICE MUliTACH: )f what? 

WrINESS: Df not using the word in referenoe 

to the connection . He talks about pissing in the 

sink for, instance. 1 think that Is not so much 

a urinary phenomenon as a sociolocicai one. He 

talks abput thefact that all of us have something 

shameful that we knew and ti. e don t talk about. 

1Pissing. in the sink being rather humorous and mild 

compared to something- that 's Anti -social. May 

alsO . refer to the bad Nous ink; that a number of us 

may suffer from, not: enough bathrooms. Substit-

ution of aoceptable words for unacceptable words 

Las therosult of rem-)vJng us from the basic 

realities that we all ener'ence. We all go to the 
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bathroom many times a day. We all engage in one 

form or another of sexual activity. And I think 

that Puce is not using these words "mother fucker 

eun t, pine, shit in the sink," wi th any in ten ti on 

but to liberate those words from the weight of 

dis turbance and the wei ght of share tha t has 

overlaid them. 

To yourknowledge,  the subj,:•c t of openly 

discussing bodily functions beer, the subject of other 

works or works of li terature? 

A  Yes, the the whole his tory of literature-- 

MR. KUH: Objection. 

JUSTICE RTAGH: Sustained. 

Q  Are you familiar with the writings and poe try 

of Swift? 

A  Yes. 

MR. KITH: If it please the Court. The witnes 

has been qualified as an expert on the theatre. 

Was he qualified as a literary expert as well? 

• WIIII.EaSt I did drama reviews for Newsweek. 

tifi. RUH: I don't see a t this point where 

they would be relevant. 

MR. LONDN : I wish- - 

JUSTICE MURTAGH: We will allow i t. 



Q  The last 'question was whether you were fazi iliar 

with the works of Swift op that subject? 

A  Yes. 

Q  Which works? 

A  ?ell, / think you could just make a list of 

ten yards long on works that are accepted as classics 

in literature which make frequent reference to bodily 

functions. Not only to bodily functions but I was 

referring before to the convention of not discussing 

ordinary bodily functions. The f:.11ure to recognize 

the bodily• functions. A whole trend in literature has 

been to use the direct word more and more. So that 

whereas-- 

•JUSTICE MIIRTAGH: You mean these monologues 

represent a tread in literature? 

WITNESS: I would say so, yes, sir. They 

represent the same trend  part of the same 

movement-of which Henry Miller is a part of, 

!abets, Penet, etc. You can ao back to the 

literature of the 19,.h century, french poets. I 

think that they very clearly established in lit-

erary circles thatrs:•ch language has become more 

and more prominent in the literature. And gen-

erally accepted, or I wouli say completely accepted. 



That the judgement be made on the use of those 

words function within the works as a whole. 

Q  It has been a theme has it not in the writ-

ings of Mark Twain? 

MR. KITH: Object to Mr. London testifying 

for the expert. It is the expert that should be 

testifying. I have no objection to the quest-

ion, but the question "this hds been a theme, has 

i t not," is obviously leading an expert. 

JUSTICE MURTAGR: Sustained the objection .  
Q Has this same theme a classical background? 

Has it been discussed in works that we consider class-

ics? 

A  / don ft understand the question. 

Theme of our social hypocrisy and not dis-

cussing bodily functions, has that been discussed in 

works of classics and not only in modern works? 

A  Do you mean literary works or critical works? 

• Literary works ? 

A  Yes  It has been discussed. The most recent 

example of course is that of Lawrence's Lady Chatterly. 

The whole use of the language of the gamekeeper in the 

Lady Chatterly explicitly discusses use of the word 



fuck. In order to establish the evasiveness and 

hypocrisy of not using such words when such an action 

has been carried on and in any number of other works, 

Paulkner, Hemingway. And in recent french novels. The 

very discussion of use of language is part of the 

literary structure. In other words, there are levels 

in which language that has leen used is also commented 

on by the author. I would like to say that when Lenny 

Bruce does that, it seems to me to be of complete 

literary justification. Tnat he is commenting on the 

nature of the obscenity. At the same time a2 he is 

using the so-called obscene words, he is constantly 

referring to these social standards. For instance, 

when.he comments that the w'rd shit is now accept- 

able as as a term for narcotics, based cm the movie in 

connection with it. He is lending a distance, putt- 

ing distance between himself and any prurient use of 
_  . 

Mat precisely Is what constitutes 

social . awareneas. He knows what his language is 

doing andlwhat.that langwe is supposed to do. 

Do you have any other examples from the 

performanbesOf ,Ayril 1st and April 7th? 

A  Yes. Let's talk about th ,.: Jackie Kennedy 



thing. I had. the same impression 'that Bruce did, 

but I am not able to articulate as well as Mr. Bruce. 

: That Life magazine and Time magazine which he referred 

given an interpretation of that event. What he 

was really saying then was as a superficial shock to 

it because of the nature of Jackie Kennedy. That if she 

was human, she would react in such and such a way. She 

 

would be afraid.  erfirst 3mpulse would be to try to 

get out of there is what he is saying. This is one 

of the ways in which Mr. Bruce functions as a moral-

ist. He is saying let us face facts. if we were there 

we would._ all get out of there. All would get our sap 

cut of there. -Several more occasions in the trans-

cript when'Bruce talks about thy. factfact that we have to 

face our cowardice, face , our hypocrisy. 'Acs have to 

face:the fact that we all wIsh to be exonerated and 

to be--feelat ease with ourselves. I think one of his 

functions as a6 artist is to force us to fade the way 
.  •  . 

evade experionoe, evade truth and evade-- 

 

UST  
• 

JICE MIJETAGHt, You are saying then that  -  .  
• 

if your.w.lfe were in a slmilAr position with you, 

you woUid:hqve moved fast rather than came to her 



protection? 

MUMS: He didn't say that. He said that 

the inference that she is g ing to his crotection 

is not established by the pictures. And that it is 

much more likely that ht first impulse was one of 

panic. I think one always panics first, then 

ones courage is called Int:, question. Then you 
. 

either co.  back to face the source of dancer or. 

you-- 

JUDGE PETITS: Are you actually answering 

the questiOn just put to you by Judge V.ur tagh? 

Are you saying that where your wife or child was 

in a situation of danger, that you would first 

panic instead of trytng--then return to save the 

child or, your wife? 

INTTNESS: I said that my first impulse would 

probably be to panic. - Yee,  would like it to 

be an' instant move of heroic action. I doubt 

whe their it,would be that. I don ' t kn ow what the, 

time interval would be, and I should hope in such 

crisis/ would do the richt thing. 

JUSTICE \TRTACII: You justify it as art, the 

use of filth such as was used In order to get over 

50. 



this questionable point. 

WITNESS: I don't know what you are referring 

to judge. 

JUSTICE 1EURTAGH: I am referring to the fact 

of whether a person would act in this manner here. 

We have got the statement of this thesis being 

used as the occasion for gutter filth. And you 

come here as an expert and you charac terize the 

whole drama as art. Aren't you flying in the face 

of facts? 

WIINESS: I think it depends on the premises 

is, this filth, is i t filthy. I say that it is 

not filth when it functions within the framework of 

the performance that he gave. I t is not filth 

in tri.nsically though the words are filth or dirt •. 

itself., Intention is everything. 

JUSTICE IgIATAGII: You can gather any group 

of gutter words and send them one after another 

and it .  is not filthy? 

oh yes it very well could be. I 

say he does net do that. He does not gather 

tvgether. a , great string of gutter w :aids and-- 



he uses these words in the language w' thin an 

intention that is not that of being obscene. His 

to ten tion is artistic. His 1.n ten ti.on is to 

reveal the truth and his use of that language is 

a teol.nical matter as much as it is a matter of-- 

.TITS7CE MURT4OH: it is now; getting on to 

5130 o'clock. I think we better adjourn for the 

day. 

PAR. LONDON : Yes. 

JUSTICE blITIITAGH: We A111 adjourn until 

101:00 o'clock . tomorrow morning. 

The above is a correo t transcript of the 

minutes taken in this ease. 
, 

Official Court Reporter 
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(Continuation of trial.) 

MR. LONDON:  If the court pleases 

We have a witness here who unfortunately must return 

.to her work and that is Miss Kilgallen. I wonder if 

We can interrupt Mr, Gillman's testimony and put her 

on. 

MR. KUH:  The people strenuously 

object to this being taken out of order. 

MR. LONDON:  Very well, 

DIRECT EXAMINATION' 
BY MR. LONDON: 

CI  Mr. Gillman, examining the transcript of. April 1 and 

7th, is this-what you consider to be a raied.performance? 

A  Yes, should I continue? 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  .Yes Continue. 

A  Well, the next thing I would like to talk about, in 

the preceding program of April 1st was the material that starts 

on page 7, about Puerto Ricans, which is a satirical bit on the 

population about Puerto Ricans leaving garbage-which is I think 

satirical. I think- that we then moved into the question of just 

being amuck and again it is the idea that people take on the 

attributes that are given to them by society. You say, "I am a 

amuck," so I'll be a smuck. "You're a smack" yea, yea -  "We'll 

screw people boy," which goes on, "They bring it from Puerto 

Rico. They hug it. Why, they never throw it' away.". Well again 



I think that breaks up the cliche notion that'll() have about 

groups which produce this constantly. I think throughout the 

program by raising some of the attributes-we give to groups 

like Negroes, Puerto Ricans.to:implement a'satirical bit of 

dimension. He liberates us in iour realization by the humor 

of his treatment. The idea of Puerto Ricans bring it. in from 

Puerto Rico in suit cases and so on I think is extremely funny. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  . Frankly," you are 

straining the statement to get that meaningfr  aren't 

you? 

THE WITNESS:  , I don't think so 

Your Honor. I think it is inherent in the statement. 

I think it is a compressed bit of material. here. You 

can compress a very large meaning and get a large affect. 

I think Bruce does this constantly. I think that is 

one of the things that makes it difficult for certain 

people to follow his intention, the fact that he is so 

compressed. He moves very quickly from one vain point 

to another. 

JUDGE MURTAGR:  Doesn't it leave the 

bulk of the audience with nothing but filth and very 

little, if any meaning. 

THE WITNESS:  I can't speak for 

the bulk, 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  He .may have the 
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greatest intention but isn't the net effect of the 

dialogue pure filth and little message. 

 

THE WITNESS.:  . Nop. it isn't, because 

I think that it is to' be left tc$,the'individual. What 

you describe as pure filth would' Seem to me you would 

have to have a very, very thin etrain.but I could not 

see filth at all. I look at it as 4 critic, as well 

as a member of the audience and,I don't see filth of 

any kind, pure or impure. I think that the lariguage 

is not filthy precisely because of the function it 

has in the entire presentation and the use of words 

"amuck" in this section is as I .just quoted. There 

is no disturbing words at all, and there are whole 

sections here which do not have any end to the.language 

'that comes into question here. 

 

'JUDGE CREEL:  Do you understand 

the full vernacular of these words? 

 

THE WITNESS:  Yes, completely. 

 

JUDGE CREEL:  So that it is not lost? 

 

THE WITNESS:  No, I'understand them 

very well. 

 

JUDGE CREEL:  I presume they are 

pretty much the same vulgar gutter words that have the . 

same, vernacular? 

 

THE WITNESS:  Noo, not quite. 



JUDGE CREEL:  Such as "Idiot"? 

THE WITNESS:  That is Yiddish 

argot, They never really had the gutters, That 

was a sign of, color ror instance, background that 

has to be considered.. 

JUDGE CREEL:  SmUOk"?.  

THE WITNESS:  "ftuck0" well, 

Mr, Bruce defines it hero at some point in the 

program - - it is also , essentially known as an 

idiot, a fool, 'stupid, unpleasant person with a 

tinge of sexual connotation, One aspect of it is 

silly, You would say to someone; "You amuck, you 

don't know what you are doing," :He uses it in that 

sense, 

JUDGE PHIPPS:  When he uses it in 

that sense, what would its meaning then be? 

THE WITNESS:  Meaning you are an 

- idiot, you are disgusting, you . 'are distastefula 

That sort of usage, there is no Jewish argot, ..There 

is very little sexual connotation, Subsequently, 

there is also much cultural background there. 

JUDGE CREEL:  What about this word 

"Idiot," isn't that Hebrew slang?. 

THE WITNESS:  I don't know anything 

about Hebrew slang. 



JUDGE CREEL:  It has no.connotation 

to any act, sex act? 

THE WITNES3:  140, none whatsoever, 

no more than the word, "Gen - ,' has to the Christians 

or anymore than the word "Kike":.has to a Jew, used by 

a Christian. I could' go on, Here in reference to 
• 

Goldwater, I thinleis a very shOrt passage. He does 

a very funny thing. He says and' he 'refers to "Trick 

Whitey," This is related to theAslea of Mr, Charley," 

or "Whitey," or 'Charley," being the"Negro term for 

"White man Bons." Goldwater here knows' nothing of 

that phrase "r7rick Whitey," "Are you kidding Phew. 

Trick Whitey. Hels.s hetx ,4ona,"their God 

is the auto club, They're.cut Off from. everything. 

Now, if yoU.suppress,the word, you suppress part of 

the language as all of the language 14 made," 

The implication here is that Barry Goldwater 

knows nothing about the Negroes'protest with the 

reference , "Theytre cut off froM. everything." Then 

it strikes me very- funny in. this'paragraph what I 

referred to yesterday, a conceit:sue exposition of his 

approach. He says, "If you suppress the word, you 

suppress part- of the language. All of your language 

is made of - - American Negroes,hit,, on Goldwater. Look 

here at what's going on." Thenlie-i ;talkingabout 



'will ask the court 

We., will. take it, 

1h4lik you, 

here, "Mr. Goldwater, what is he talking.  about" and 

further, "I'll tell you what's haPpeining. Don't 

jive us you jive mother fucker, youliVe mother 

fucker." There is a whole stream of American 

life, a whole aspect of Amoricitn, life represented 
- , 

by Goldwateriby_the Auto Club,.by the-Arizona, and 

by Americans in general, The ,whole of this world 

is alien. They have no knowledge of Negroes, of how 

they talk, no knowledge of even theOtind of.passion 

they feel when yoU-use expressions like ".jive.mother 

fucker." And this is another thing very much . of what 

Bruce does to use language, thelityle, this is a 

safety valve. This word of course is referring to 

"mother fucker." This is some:kind of aggression. 

MR. KUH:  I object to this 

testimony and ask that it be stricken. The witness 

is not a psychiatrist, and so I Would.  ask that it 

be restricted on the basis that psychiatric testimony 

has a place, according to the legislature in hearingq. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  Well, we are not a 

jurY. 

MR. KUH: 

to disregard it, 

JUDGE MURTAGH: 

MR. KUH: 



A  (Continuing) I would like to ally, .Your Honors, if 

I may In literary criticism, one does. haVe to be critical - 

JUDGE MURTAGHt  A critic does 
4.t 

profess a difficult task. 

A  (Continuing) Except - what I meantto say right there 

was the use of the words, of the exprespions Such as. they are 

used. Let me say, I don't mean to make.any.psychiatric 

diagnosis. Do you want me to go on? 

Q  Please. 

A  On page 17 of the April 1st progranighen he talks 

about the psychiatric help one gets when he is 'eligible. I 

think that is very beautiful a bit of satiric comment. He 

says, "The doctor will examine you if you are eligible. You 

will get ten years- of help but only if .you are eligible, Yeah 

okay. You mean six months to ten years, don't you? No, you 

see you committed a felony, you're entitled to ten years of 

help. A misdemeanor addict would get five years of help." And 

the constantiliepetition of "help" in such a context would mean 

is to me quite funny. Then of course-it goes on, "... but 

I really don't desarve it." And,then he_goes on to the doctor's 

examination. I am trying to po'irnt out here by going through 

the specific passages that there is a pattern, and this goes 

on throughout the whole performance. I. would .describe it as 

Bruce's inquiry into an approach to a very large area of 

American life today as the kind of relationship essentially 
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with freedom, with the State, with the Court, with politics and 

with questions of freedom in general. I think it is very 

interesting that Bruce constantly is turning—to freedom in the 

area-of repression, the existence of such things, :He never 

seems to try to make shocking statements and send them .out into 

an audience that is unprepared4 He is alway$':telling,the 

audience at the same time he is telling th'e Audience, in other 

words.he says, "If this doesn't raise their prurient -interest 

then I'll be busted. I'll be arrested." :That:is the degree of 

consciousness that he has in mindfor a very high order of 

intelligence, not at all uneducated. 

MR. KUH:  I object to that 

statement about intelligence. It has no relevancy whatso-

ever in this testimony. 

MR. 'LONDON:  It certainly has. a 

great deal to do with the quality of the 'performance he is 

talking about, the idea 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  I:think much of the 

witness's testimony runs contrary.to.the actual facts that 

before the court but we will. overrule it.• I will hear it. 

MR. KUH:  .  I. hope the record 

makes it clear, Your Honors, that froM the'moment that I 

Objected to the calling of thiCA3xpertwitness I.have a 

standing objection to everything that,.thiS witness has said 

and from time to time I ; 1411: jab:13,44p  0.ciaker'iny:' objection", 



I don't think the court should permit.this witness to 

give testimony in areas that are beyond his comprehension 

and it is hearsay. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  The record will so 

note it. 

Q  Will you continue? 

A  Your Honor, may I comment on saying something? 

JUDGE MUMAGH:  No, you have enough 

from your role. 

A  Well, it is a difficult role, 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  :.Proceed, it iz difficult. 

A  (continuing.) Well, the next thing was about Jackie 

Kennedy from time to time being in maga.O.nee on piotureswhich we 

talked about yesterday. And then the next one was about the 

putting of it into magazines and I think I said yesterday that 

it was more of a sociological sex element in.this. This seems 

to m© to be a very extra ordiriary symbol of the use of language 

for other than prurient purposes and certainly with prurient 

effects - 

JUDGE MURTAGE:-  In;Ahe nature of 

things, don't you realize that one may get the most 

extreme vulgarity by etraining, you pan find a remote 

language. Doesn't there come a time when the over-

ruling purpose is to simply be obscene and on the 

contrary that this is exclusively a:symbol of such. 

10 
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THE WITNESS:  I don't think so. 

JUDGE MUETAGH:  It does not? 

THE '6I1NESS:  —It does not. 

Essentially it does not, There'is no such intention 

on the material as it is here. 

MR. LONDON:  May I be heard? 

MR. HUH:  May I object to 

any statement by the witness. He is not qualified 

to give psychiatric testimony. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  I think the witness 

is not qualified but I will allow the witness to 

testify. We're not drawing the line now, We will 

allow the witness in order to expedite this hearing. 

. MR. LONDON:  I would like to 

Maks a comment at this point, Your Honors, the fact 

that all three of the judges of the Court make clear 

that they state specifically about Bruce's performance, 

I think that the court ought to retain an open mind on 

this question. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  I am simply asking 

the witness a question. 

MR. LONDON:  Your.Honor, that 

indicates an attitude. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  It . is an attitude and 

I am simply asking the witness 4.::question because in 



effect he is making a summation here;,. I am not going 

to indulge you when you put a. witne60 on the stand, 

however, I would suggest that you reserve your comment 

until the end of the case. 

Continue. 

JUDGE CREEL:  'May I suggest that 

we must hear the testimony accoding-:to the community 

standards. My suggestion would be that we hear the 

testimony and if we can restrain from objections until 

we have heard the testimony so that we can evaluate it. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  I think it,ivgood 

justice at this point to hear the testimony 

MR. KUH:  May I say at this 

point that I think the laws of evidence are being 

strained when expert testimony is taken. I think the 

laws of evidence are being violated when a witness who 

is not qualified to testify as an expert gives testimony 

of a sociological and psychiatrical nature. He has not 

been qualified. When a expert is permitted to testify 

in those areas I suggest that we have the laws of 

evidence clearly read. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  The court will agree 

with you if we were sitting with a jury, but the Court 

can weigh the contents of the testimony and it will do so. 

Q  Any other comments, Mr. Gillman? 
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A  I can take up the bit in the April 7th performance 

about Eleanor Roosevelt, page 27,-1 believe. To me it is 

rather strong and very startling but quite impressive in its 

working. What he is doing ther=e is using language that we 

would never ordinarily think of using in such a context. There 

he is conveying an attitude that Eleanor Roosevelt is really 

the mother of us; that we would like to put our heads on her 

bosom and it struck me - - in this whole passage there is not 

the slightest erotic expression conveyed or,: exhibited in,lt. 

The only way, that it could be is if the word,titY were itself 

automatically erotic. 

JUDGE MURTAGR:  Don't you think that 

is extreme and uncalled for? 

A  I th:f.nk the point here is not uncalled for. The point 

here, as I would see it, is relevant in society dimension. It 

is not common and. that is why I think Bruce is extraordinary 

in his performance; that he can do this sort of thing, which 

would ordinarily be' languaEe of some lower words or offensive 

and again it spells out how the language in its context is 

literary in context and in the.nature of what constitutes the 

effect and quality of literature. You can take out words and 

phrases as Your Honor well knows and I don't think. it would 

make any such strain or comparison except that the language 

that Bruce uses in this passage is probably most extreme. 

Second of all this material that we: are considering is controlled 
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and he eventually eliminates something because of the context, 

because- of what you are doing it for and because of the shape 

of his material and that to me is a literary matter and not 

at all a psychiatric one. 

MR. MI:  If your Honor pleases, 

may I make an objection to this witness's testimony as 

to what he thinks Bruce had in mind. This is grossly 

improper and I ask that it bd stricken. There is a 

correct way that it can be brought to the court's 

attention, and I ask.  that this be stricken from the 

record. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  For the record we will 

overrule it. 

Will you continue? 

A  Further as a literary criticism it is not confined to 

itself as a literary criticism. Precisely those people who have 

broad understanding of all sorts of things I think. 

MR. KUH:  I would like to make 

an objection 

JUDGE.MURTAGE:  The court is desirous 

of having this witness give us what testimony he can. 

Let's move on. 

A  On page 27th.of the second performance, :A"How nice 

they are.. How nice you are for not having me arrested for looking 

at them." I think that comment made there is beautiful in its 



phrasing, "for looking at them." As I said before this is a 

literary term as a means of material 

JUDGE PHIi'PS:  ' fioW does that section 

fit in? 

THE WITNESS: 

JUDGE PHIPPS: 

third line. 

THE WITNESS: 

into what 1 just said? 

JUDGE PHIPPS: 

THE WITNESS: 

Where? 

.Right after the 

How does it fit 

..Yes; 

About Eleanor 

Roosevelt, that she is not really a woman such as we 

know, and that - well the whole section to me is 

another illustration of the part of the body and as 

speaking of the body function he tries to bring out 

them into context of love, to take them out of context. 

He is constantly ,doing this as a symbol. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  May I repeat, you are 

taking some fundamental sociological aspects and 

straining it to derive them from a line that is not 

clearly implied from what is nothing but filth. 

THE WITNESS:  I'ean only answer 

that by saying that I don't think that I am straining 

it. I don't feel that I am straying here, I don't 

feel that .I am straying from theinsiterial that I wish 
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to find there. I will say that it is not ,easy. Bruce's 

material has an appeal to a great many people.' 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  Do you feel that the 

bulk of the audience would not g t,much of any meaning 

from it? 

THE WITNESS:  The bulk of the people, 

you mean the audience that is generally going to hoar 

him? 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  Yes, 

THE WITNESS:  I think a great deal • 

of them do. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  Istbe audience 

representative of the community? 

THE WITNESS:  I think it is 

representative of the community, I have been to 

Lennie Bruce's performances when they were on Second 

Avenue which seated over a thoudand, a vary large theatre 

and to me it seemed to be a very large cross section; 

college people, people in their forties and fifties, 

groups that might be going to a Broadway show. It was 

an intelligent group generally. The Lennie Bruce group 

seemed to me to be quite broad. 

JUDGE'CRF7T,  Mr-. Gillman, I haven't 

seentho audience but in listening to the tapes I have 

heard there I suppose you would call them snickers and 
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gigling. That was mostly from females, wasn't it? 

THE WITNESS:  I am really not 

qualified to comment and I prefer' not to say anything 

about that. 

MR. KUH:  I think by observation 

it qualifies you to answer the judge!s - question as to 

what you saw. 

THE WITNESS;  I don't know what he 

means. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  Any'other,questions? 

Do you have any further comments? 

A  'I think I covered pretty much what I wanted to say. 

Q Have you anything to say further with respect to the 

quality of the performance? 

A  in talking about the substance of it you mean? 

Q 'No, the perfor=nces that Mr. Bruce has given? 

1.11 KUH:  Objection. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  Overruled. 

A  Yes. 

• 1 just asked you whether you have? 

A  Yes, I have. 

Q You did state for the record that yOu did hear the 

tapes Yesterday of Mr. Brubels.performanOe? 

A Yes. 

You have heard a recording of his performance? 
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A  Yes, sir. 

Q  Can the quality of his performance be conveyed through 

a tape recording or through a micraphone recording/.  

A  Some of it can but there is a gi.tiatdeal missing. 

Q  Can you tell us, in your opinion, what part of the 

quality of the performance is not conveyed in this recording? 

MR. KUH:  Objection. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  Overruled. 

A  Yes, one thing is the animation and there are certain 

gestures that are not conveyed in the tapes as in the live per-

formance. I would say that a lot is lostby'the mere auditory 

presentation that one gets. Bruce maintains a certain rhythm 

and there are certain scenes which he gives:various expressions, 

by gestures or by the fashion he uses. 

JUDGE CREEL:  We have heard test-

imony that there were various gestures, have you 

observed this defendant with gestures of masturbation? 
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TEE WITNESS: 

Honor. 

JUDGE CREEL: 

you observed? 

THE WITNESS:  

No, I have not Your 

What gestures have 

have observed gestures 

of what I call folklore which are certain exprOssions 

with the hands and certain movements with the head up 

indicating astonishmsnt - - gesture's that set of his 



expression or sometimes the language that Bruce will 

use he will have an expression on his face that will 

put a certain so-called dirty word that he is using 

in a very final and complete context so that you know 

that he is doing it to check it, That sort of thing 

that you can never get across on a recording itself. 

Would you r:ive us an opinion of the quality of Bruce's 

performance? 

A  Well, whail he dons he constructs light plays. He doesn't 

get a pattern. He constructs a little drama, something in which 

he-plays all of the parts. He has a conversation .in it in which 

he says something like a bit of drama. die :also plays the extra 

roles frequently. He says here is Mrs. So ,'and So - . or do you 

know what such and such said? Then he will adopt certain 

gestures where he calls for something. Then he has a dialogue 

with himselr Included aad his remarks. He will examine himself. 

One thing about Bruce i 3 the timcIng. It is incredible. There 

is an exact time lapse befo:n the thing picks up again into a 

movement of the d -,7ama. It is a remarkable performance that he 

has. I would say that if he ever wanted to become a straight actor 

in the theatre he would have a;very promising, career.i 

Q.'  Have you formed an opinion with - respect to the humor 

as to the contents of the performances andSpecifically the per- 

formances of April 1 and April ith?, 

think it is very.funny,,,  il,./..'ote:a11,aays as funny 
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as I have heard him. I have heard him other times when he was 

more funnier. It is not always intended to be funny. But in 

general I think he is very humorow5, and I'would say in my 

opinion that ha is more talented, humorous imaginative than 

many others now at work in America. 

MR. KUM:  I object to that. .It 

is based on the two performances which he heard. He 

may be the world's most humorous but it is irrelevant. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  ate twill allot !; it to 

stand and we will take it in this text to describe 

these two performances. As to whether it is out-

standing American humor, it speaks for itself. 

• Are you familiar with the definition of humor or 

humorous as in George Hurray's - 

A.  I - - yes. 

• Will you state it? 

A  I can't state it in such a way. 

• Generally? 

A  It is that which makes us live and which frees us, 

liberates us and it has a social purpose in its. aspect of 

sociological theme or whole theme. The value of humor is more 

satiric. It is a sociall - one in that it Makes a dent in the 

social facade that we live among. 
• 

Does this definition have any relationship to Lenny 

Bruce? 
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A  Definitely. It has more of Lenny Bruce than anyone. 

Q And based on the two performances that you heard of 

Lenny Bruce would you limit it to those two performances? 

A  The humor of Lenny Bruce in the performances which he 

had were of a kind of sltiric literary and moral purpose of 
- • _  • -  • • - • • - _ •  -  • 

making comment upon the nature -of our society and to instruct 

us in the nature of our sociOty and bring about a change of 

attitude, humor created which changes the attitude,. I think 

Bruce certainly can lead to changing attitude. I have never 

had the same feeling about complete meaning after  hearing 

Lenny Bruce. 

JUDGE MURTACH;  You mean such as 

that is in this script? 

THE WITNESS;  Yes. It makes them 

more human. 

CROSS EXAMINATION 
BY MR. KUH; 

Q You testified yesterday, did you not, Mr. Gilman that 

the words used by Lenny Bruce, mother fucker, cock sucker and 

so forth are terms that tend to liberate us, or liberate society 

from the shame which it attached to these words; did I understand 

you correctly in that-instance? 

A  That is one of the functions. 

Q Is that one of your critical - 

' MR; LONDON;  . If Your Honors please, 



I think that Mr. Kuh is misquoting the testimony. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  He is asking the 

witness whether he made that statement? 

MR. KUH:  He said it before. 

MR. LONDON:  The testimony is in 

the record, The witness was talking about body functions, 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  This is cross exam.. 

.ination. The witness can certainly- testify. 

MR. LONDON:  The witness needs no 

help from me, Your Honor, but he is misquoting the 

testimony. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  The witness is being 

asked for a point of views  

A.  '(continuing) Well, Your Honor, I don't know what he 

is asking me, whether he is asking me: "Did I say that yester-

day, or do I think it is so"? I would like him to clarify it. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  Is this your opinion? 

THE WITNESS:  Can I have the question 

read back. 

( 
 

The question was read by the reporter. 

Did you yesterday, in words or substance 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  .Mr4  Kuh, do you want 

to ask the witness direct question? 

Is it your point of view that the use of the words, such 

as mother fucker and. cock sucker serve, amaag other purposes, the 
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purpose of liberating society from shame of society which 

society attaches to these words? 

A  I would say that is true with reference to certain 

words but not necessarily all of them. *I think it is much more 

true in relationship to words having body functions. 

Q I didn't hear that last part, 

A  It is more true in relation to those words having 

body functions. 

Q Is it true as to the use of the word, mother fucker? 

A  I wouldn't say that society attaches much shame of 

it as such. It is a single word. It is more than the word. It 

is the expression, not the word. 

Q Would you say that the context, motherfucker apart 

from cocksucker is a concept which society does not attach shame? 

A  As far as the context, yes. Motherfucker is not used 

in the expression to refer to a direct act of having intercourse 

with one's mother. It is explorative. It has a very different 

function, I think. 

• A different what? 

A  Function. 

• What does the word mean? 

A  The word literally means having intercourse with a mother. 

Q.  Is that the concept which the society, prObably every:: 

one in the society attaches ultimate shame as disgust? 

A  No, society doesn't attach disgust. 
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As to the concept society feels disgust, derogation, 

filth - 

MR. LONDON;  Objection *Your 

-Honors, the witness just testified that the word is 

not used in that sense. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  Overruled. 

A  Well, I repeat that the concept,certainly is considered 

not to be in a sense of shame and disturbing and is frowned upon 

in our society.. 

Is it your opinion that when Bruce: used the word, 

motherfucker or cocksucker that he had some other meaning? 

A  Yes, it is. 

Q.  What is the other meaning? What other meaning does it 

have? 

A  I think they ahve much the same meaning as when a 

person would use the word bastard without any intention of 

bringing into question the paternity of a person. Bastard or 

son-of-a bitch does not literally mean that you are a child of 

a dog, just as motherfucker does not literally mean that you 

literally have intercourse with your mother. 

Are the words motherfucker in the same sense as you 

say Bruce uses them commonly accepted in good society or by 

community standards? 

A  Well, I would say that they are, that is a common 

phrase and used very frequently. I have heard it myself in a 
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number of circumstances from the street to a penthouse, four-

teen floors up. 

• According to the community standards that you know 

the critics, do they approve of the use of the word motherfucker? 

A  I can't testify as to anyone's .approval. I can only 

testify as to my experience that I have heard the phrase in 

various context outside. I have heard it used in literature 

and I have heard it used on the stage and I have seen it in 

plays, and I have heard it spoken by people on 'various levels of 

society frequently. 

• Have you seen it used openly in plays where members 

of the audience are gathered, both male and female; have you 

seen it or heard it openly used in the community/ 

A  Yes, a number of times particularlyl:n theatres 

presentations. 

• When used in theatrical presentations was the word 

used in the phrase, used solely in terms of delinating a 

particular character? 

A  No, they ars used in dramatics. 

• Does Lenny Bruce use them? 

A  Yes, Lenny Bruce uses them. 

• At an audience? 

A  At an audience? I don't know what you mean. 

• Does he call the audience motherfuckers? 

A  NO. 
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, Q  You're sure of that? 

 

A  Well, if he calls them motherfuckers he calls them 

within the frame work of bringing something out. I know what 

you mean. He will say motherfucker in the function of what 

I imagine a sensitive person might -  It'is a jocular way. 

Part of his performance has this. 

Q This is part, from the way you explained yesterday, 

the use of the phrase of a certain Negro dialect; is that correct? 

 

A  I think he frequently uses that phrase as part of a 

phrase used among Negroes with a different - 

Q Have you ever seen this phrase used in Newsweek? 

 

A  Have I ever seen it? No, I have,not, 

Q Have you ever seen the phrase mother fucker or cock-

sucker used in any accepted national publication of any kind? 

 

A  Yes. 

Q What? 

 

A  I have seen it in - - I am trying to remember but I 

have seen it.' I don't know 

Q Have you seen it in national magazines? If you have 

you tell us what magazines. Give us the titles and give us the 

approximate year I certainly will accept it as . I have accepted 

all of your testimony. 

 

A  It is most recently in a cultural literary magazine 

published by Leroy Jones, who has won an award for one of the 

best plays of the year. I believe the issUe.  was Sometime last 
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year. I .can't give you any others of tho.magazines that it was 

used in but it was used in one of Leroy Jones1 plays. 

• In Leroy Jdhest play; is that what you are telling us? 

A  I believe so. 

• This play done yet? 

A  This particular play has not been_done but I have heard 

it in other plays. 

• Can you tell us any nationally accepted magazine or 

nationally accepted publication, New York Times through the 

Daily News that uses this phrase? You name it. 

A  Well - 

• You name any of them in which youjImite seen the word 

motherfucker? 

A  No, I can't. 

Q Would you say that it is a fair assumption that no 

such magazine has over used that expression? 

A  No, I wouldn't. My reading is wide but I would not 

attempt to speak for them"all. 

Q As a critic and someone who has written for many 

magazines4 have you ever seen it, sir? 

A  I,am young. 

Q We are concerned with the past and the present. 

A  I can only say that I have not. I would not volunteer 

to say that it was in a paper but it appears in more literary 

magazines than I can imagine. 
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You explained its use yesterday by Mr. Bruce and you 

told us, if I remember, that it was an expression of Negro 

culture; is that correct? 

A  I didn't say that it was an expression of Negro 

culture. I said that it was partly an expression that Negroes 

tend to use in a different sense from what I might use it. 

Q  Would you tell us what it means in Bruce's script 

that you have read in connection with what Bruce contributes 

in terms of informing his audience about Negro culture through 

the use of the word motherfucker? 

A  Well, he informs them that Negroes had a resentment, 

informs them of the phrase lynch. That is in the second passage 

of April 7th  - I am not sure. He says, "You never been 

lynched - " He makes comment on the whole Negro expressions in 

this country, his reference to Goldwater, the Republican party 

the whole, Goldwater more particularly is unaware of Negroes in 

reality. I think there are a number of such references and 

Barry Goldwater is one in which you used the word 

motherfucker? 

A  Yes. 

What does Bruce tell us about the culture of Negroes 

that they show resentment and Bruce uses the word motherfucker? 

A  Well, I just told you what I remember. My recollection 

is that he was not concerned with Negroes. 

Q  This part about Negroes, did he want that to stand out 
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or is it the use of the word motherfucker? 

MR. LONDON:  Objection. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  'Overruled. 

A  No, I didn't say that. 

Q Is that to show that it is related to Negroes? 

A  No. 

• What is it then? 

A  That Negroes as human beings Who have a certain 

language used in that line which we do not understand. He is 

not taking it and saying, he is not taking a word like mother-

fucker and saying that the Negroes use it in a way that defines 

Negroes and look at him. 

Q In the April 1st script and I quote, "It is a term of 

endearment with these people...." Do yOu really believe that 

Mr. Gillman? 

A  Yes, I don. I have Negroes that call 40 that, 

Q You have had occasion to regard it as a term of 

endearment? 

A  If I give you the context of it. 

Q In any way? 

A  I have a Negro friend of mine who used the word and 

says, "motherfucker, you motherfucker, man you motherfucker," 

in that regard. 

• What do you call him? 
• 

A  I said to him. I don't use thOvord motherfucker 
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because it is not part of my culture, not my expression. I 

never wanted to use his material. 

• Is there any reason why it isn't part of your culture? 

A  Well, probably for the same reason that Oxford English 

isn't part of my culture. 

Q Do you believe that it is a term that should be 

liberated from the shame that society attached to it?; 

A  I didn't say that. 

Q Did you by the term liberate from.shamemean that? 

A  I don't feel there is any shame about it. 

Q I didn't ask you what you felt. I am asking you now 

what the community feels, whether you believe that it should be 

liberated from shame? 

A  .No I would say that words like that should not be 

:,used directly, should only be used in very limited circumstances. 

Q As Mr. Bruce uses it in an audience,-would you say it 

is used indiscrimatelfl 

A • No. 

Q You talk to Negroes in the street, and that is not 

indiscrimately, by . your criticism of the word, so that is not 

the word that you would like to see liberated from shame 

apparently. Do you still believe that motherfucker should not 

• be liberated from shame? Is that correct that it has a shameful 

connotation? 

A  I would say that it has such a connotation to certain 
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meanings, I think its use should be restricted to nightclubs 

performances such as Bruce has presented and I think there 

should be no difference between him and magazines. 

I do not go along with your definition. of the word or of 

the expressions, I don't want it liberated from shame. It 

would be an unpleasant life, we would be in trouble. I would 

like to liberate them from false shathe,;.and false shame is in 

consideration of a word used in a certain context. As I said 

before the difference between the use mother fucker exquisite 

and the direction of the physical act is crucial to this 

discussion. 

Are there any words-that Bruce uses. in the segment of 

our community which _you...wouldn't like liberated from what you 

term false shame? 

MR. LONDON:  Objection. That is 

not what he testified to. 

JUDqE KURTAGH:  Overruled. You put 

your witness on. The issue before the court is what 

this witness wants it liberated. Continue. 

A  I testified that the sort of word that deals with part 

of• the body, the functions of the body, I would not fairly want 

that word floating around. I wouldn't like - want it up in a 

very small jail cell either. 

Q  You told us that you wanted certain words liberated 

from false shame. I asked you the question as to which words? 



A  I would have to qualify my answer by saying that such 

liberation is not - - I don't feel the relation - - I do make a 

distinction. I would not use that word in certain instances, 

certain company. For certain purposes such - as Lenny Bruce's 

performance, I would. 

For certain purposes? 

A  Yes, I would like to see it used, allowed to be used. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  When you previously 

talked about liberating words or shame, what were you 

referring to, what word? 

THE WITNESS:  I was going back to 

something that was in one of the scripts when I said it. 

JUDGE MURI'A.GH:  To what? What word? 

THE WITNESS:  I would like to 

liberate the word, fuck, from shame so we wouldn't 

have to use it as an unpleasant word. It is an old 

Anglo Saxon word, a good word. I think it should be 

liberated so that we would be able to.use it again, 

not indiscrimately but in certain limits such as 

posterior or hind part. I would like to liberate the 

word "tit" so- that we would not have to use bosom. 

Breast? 

A  Breast is a nice word that I would like to liberate. 

You think breast is an unliberated word? 

A  In some circles it is. 
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• Did you not say on the witness stand that Eleanor 

Roosevelt had the nicest "breast" not "tits." Didn't you say 

that? 

A  Yes, I did. 

Q.  And did you feel self-conscious when you rephrased  

it to the word breast? 

A  Did I feel self-consCious? No, I didn't'feel self-

conscious. 

• Did you feel that you were being censored for using 

the word breast? 

A  I didn't feel that I was being censored. Perhaps 

you might censor me - - 

MR. LONDON:  I object to the 

loud questioning by Mr. KUh. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  I heard it and it 

isn't very loud to me. 

MR. LONDON:  He was shouting. 

.JUDGE PHIPPS:  Let :.the record show 

that I agree with the presiding judge. He was not 

shouting. 

MR.LONDON:  I disagree with you 

on that. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  Overruled.. 

A  I will Make the point that when I was describing 

Eleanor)  Roosevelt from the Lenny Bruce performance of April 7th, 
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that I found myself able to talk quite freely and use the 

language that he used because of the fact that I know that it 

is a court room where there are certain freedoms. I would like 

the freedom that is obtained in the court rooM. toba extended 

to a nightclub where the words can be used. As a matter of 

fact, I think that it is precisely in our court rooms in the 

effort to get truth that Mr. Bruce give3part of his performance 

and I would love to see the same freedom, the fact that you and 

I can talk without shame, with free expression. I-Would like 

to nee that extended to those who work in the line of Lenny 

Bruce. 

• In a court room we have all kinds of crimes, do you 

recognize that? 

A  Yes. 

• The fact that ono can have a very detail description 

including gestures of rape in a court room would you .feel that 

you would make that a fit topic of education for every.public 

forum? 

A  Well, I don't mean rape but it is an educational one. 

• As to some certainly? 

A  NaturallY,what is a fit topic depends upon the context. 
Q. • Can you tell me Mr. Gillman, who, if anyone at any time 

or any place, ever designated you to determine what is appropriate 

to be seen or heard in this community? 

MR. LONDON:  Objection.. 
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JUDGE MURTAGH:  Sustained. 

Q  Now, will you go down the list'of words that you:Would 

liberate shame? You mentioned fuck was onei'tit another,' what 

other words would you liberate rom shame? 

A  I would like to liberate word truth from shame.- 

Q  Do you have any objection to the word truth, Mr. 

Gillman, other than your own personal judgement? 

MP. LONDONt  Objection, Your 

Honors. 

JUDGE MURTAGH: 
 Sustained. 

A  I am enjoying it. 

MR. LONDON: 
 Will your Honor 

direct Mr. Kuh not to characterize the testimony. 

MR. KITH:  I asked the question 

. if he had any objection to the use of the word truth 

in a court room  die 

JUDGE MU7TAGH:  The objection to the 

question is sustained. 

MR. KUH:  I withdraw my question. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  Proceed with the matter. 

A  All right, the next one is shit. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  Is that another word? 

THE WITNESS:  Yes. 

Say some more. 

A  I:do:1ft want to go outside of the context of the two 
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performances.  am lost for words. 

• What about cocksucker, is that one that you would 

want to liberate from the shame which society attaches/ 

A  Again it is a question of how the words are phrased 

as exploratives. 

Q Now, you seem to put a meaningful purpose to the words 

that you attempt to liberate from shame, certain words from 

shame. Now, the question in effect is word cocksucker among 

those? 

A  I say that it should be. I think that it should be. 

I wish that it -  1 would prefer that it be used directly to 

say cocksucker if that is what is being intended then for some-

one to say it.. You are making me say what I'don't want to for 

certain purp'eses. Yes, I would like to see it liberated from 

shame, to be used directly to say - cocksucker - if that is 

what is being intended and for someone to say what they wish. 

If it is with the action itself I think another thing and I 

would wish to see,a deliberation of that too. 

• Do you think that it should be used on street corners? 

A  To4  not on any street corner. 

• Well, what street corner would you say that it should 

be used on? 

A  On Sixth Avenue, Eighth Avenue. Streets mostly like 

• that. 

Q  It would be ali right to use it without shame on 



Sixth Avenue? 

A  Madison Avenue, Ninth Avenue. 

• Without shame? 

A  I would, less shame on Madison Seventh, 

• You say that there are certain physical areas. You 

tell me the areas and the persons who should be able to use 

the word cocksucker without shame? 

A  Night club performers like Lenny Bruce, and writers 

of humor of dl kinds of magazines and newspapers and so on. 

• Newsweek? 

A • Newsweek. 

Q Is Newsweek weekly read? 

A,  Yes. 

• Is, it over used in any stories In Newsweek? 

A  No, but that isn't the argument. You asked me what 

kind of people do 1 think. 

Q.  Have you ever seen it used in Newsweek? 

A  Not.in every respect. 

• Have you over seen it used in any respect? 

A  NO.,  

• Have you ever seen the word cocksucker used in any 

magazine or periodical of wide national acceptance in circulation? 

A  No, I haven't. 

• Cocksuckor then is a word which then, yOu.agree we 

attach or is a word like fuck, and one of, WhiCh you say that no 
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shame should be attached? 

A  Well I agree that the use of the word cocksucker is 

more distastful for many people than the word fuck. 

Can Lenny Bruce use it in New YOrk County? 
. A  1 didn't say that, linentioned street corners. 

Q Well, I have a very little mind. Where would you 

use the word cock sucker other than in Lenny Bruce shows? 

A  In conversation where it is,re1evant. 

Q A public performance or, in a Milgazine or on radio or 

television show or some place where it'isLexp6sedto.thepublic 
, — 

at large? 

A  If it was relevant, and if I could' o it without 

suffering shame or punishment. 

Q You say it should be liberated. In which forum would 

you liberate it? 

A  Which forum? 

In what place would you liberate; it: other than Lenny 

Bruce's show? 

A  I would liberate it in a national magazine if it was 

relevant, not in a stage of having it included in a store, only 

if it was relevant and if it was so important to the story, I 

would use it. I predict that it will be' used.!  

Q.  When you say that yoU predict that it will be used, 

you recognize that on April 1st and April: 7th 1964 it is a word 

that is repugnant tothe community standards for public use? 
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A  I recognize that it is disturbing to a great many 

people. I do not recognize that it is repugnant to any 

community standards. 

Q You use the word disturbing. Iam asking you rather 

it is repugnant to contemporary.  American standards? 

A  Well, I would like to say that it is a word which is 

disturbing when used in a certain context. It is not disturbing 

as Lenny Bruce uses it. 

(.1  Can you tell me what other use in the public today 

that you would not find it to be contrary to the standard,. 

community standards? 

A  In dramas such as Leroy Jones plays and others that 

I could name at least half a dozen plays that it haS appeared 

in - in New York City within the last year or two years which 

had such words as cock sucker or mother fucker up your ass. 

• Can you tell us acme of the plays that have been 

produced commercially this city, and in any city in the United 

States that in fifty minutes or about one half of the playing 

time the play used words like fuck and ass, bitch, shit, fuck, 

cock sucker, or any of the others? 

A  I can't - 

Ci;  Roughly? 

A  I would say V_rginia Woolf. 

Q Throughout the play/ 

A  Yes, all through the.play. 
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• Very frequently? 

A  I would say frequently.- 

• What purpose does It serve in that play? 

A  A number of purposes. The pirpose.of establishing the 

dramatic line; the purpose or establishing something as to the 

nature of the characterS of the play which is similar to the 

characters that Lenny Bruce establishes in his dramatics. It 

serves the purpose of br!.np..in through the present social 

attitudes towards the languace, towards the' behavior that 

language stands for or indicates. It serves the purpose of 

giving attention and weight to the imaginary. seene. 

• Is it used by characters under certain stress in 

...delineating their role as to how they might tell the act? 

A  Not necessarily under stress. Some of it is exquisite 

to a greater relationship. 

• In order to depict character actually is that correct? 

A  I wouldn't 'lay that it depicts them, expressos them. 

• When Lenny Bruce uses it then does he wish to express 

the character of whom he portrays, or does he wish to express 

the charaeter of Lonny Bruce. Tell me whose character he depicts 

and express es,? 

A  Lenny Bruce is the main character in his own performance 

as I said before. As I said before he is not limited to speeches. 

Lenny Bruce uses, these expressions to reveal the character of 

Lenny Bruce before an audience. Lenny Bruce isnot a man who is 
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reading something, but someone who has his owri personality, own 

character or subject or :liscretion. So Olat it is much in the 

same way that the characters are in Virginia Woolf. 

• in what way is Lenny Bruce's use of these words similar/ 

A  In a certain 4ay in certain functions. 

This includes a lot of the words that he includes to 

form their meaning; is that right? 

A  That is right, yes. 

• You mentioned yesterday being familiar with some of 

Lenny Brucefs recordings. I show you some records. In view of 

your statement that you are familiar with those records 

A  I am familiar with them. I have- heard all of them at 

one time or another. I am not so familiar withany of them that 

I can tell you what is on each one. I have heard all of them. 

Q if I tell you that inside of four recordings of 

Lenny Bruce he doesnft lse the word cock sucker; would that 

surprise you? 

A  No. 

• If I told you that not a single time does he use the 

word motherfucker on any side of four records, would that 

surprise you? 

A  No. 

• If I told you that not a single time on any side of 

four records does the word fuck come, woad that surprise you? 

A.  No. 



There is no shame attached to the word fuck? 

A  No, I said not the same as the word tit. No it 

doesn't surprise me. 

So that if these records contain,tho,.essence of Lenny 

Bruce, would you be will  to change your opinion of the words? 

A  That is why .1 insisted a moment sllgol on the word 

partly and i wanted to - - 

Q.  As a matter o!' fact you disagree with them? 

A  The langualc of this kind that you have been referring 

to is not in essence of Lenny Bruce. I never said that language 

is the essence of Lenny Bruce. It has came up here from the very 

beginning when wan asked to Comment on it. 

• 14ould it bo a fair attitude to say that Bruce's 

record reaches television, radio, and that his audience is so 

vast and much greater han the audience in his two performance? 

A  Substantially of course. 

• And in terms of Bruce having influence on the public 

to relieVe them or share to all of them, do you tell us that in 
your mind what Bruce proposes to do it; too effectively reach 

- millions more then he reaches in his performances? 

MR. LONDON:  Objection. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  .Suotained. 

• Bruce is able to roach an audience p'according to what 

you credit him, he can effectively reach vast audience madd 

possible through audio - 

`42 
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Are these an integral part of his ability? 

How do you moan that? 

To get the very important message *fat you told us about 
-"! 

woos ,to the audience? 

•.t‘i • 

kOr a much bigger or more of a purpose. I tfiink that what 

I think that the words that are used . is an adjunct 

BrUce is doing this language serves to free a lot of the expression,, 

acid" the material serves as a color. It serVecas in a literary 
,  • 

ol*ne. It is rather effective. He Uses it teserve some places 
• • '  • 

in certain context of boldness and force. 

Q  And shock? 
• 

A  Shock, yes. And shook for the pUrpoae of illumination. 

JUDGE NURTAGH:  This use of language 

of Bruce is not characteristic of Bruin's language is 

it? 
THE WITNESS:  Gharcter? Well, 

oharcyer in a nightclub performanco4, certainly. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  More than his records 

or television? 

THE WITNESS: I 

JUDGE MURTAGH: 

I:have said that- 

I  think you' 

understood the questiOn, In effeatp.was it necessary 

for the use of those words? - 
 . • 

THE WITNESS:  I would, say that it 

is not necessary except that it- is important and it 



enhances the value of the work delivered in the nightclub. To 

take it away would seriously weaken the force.  ande effectivenees 

of what he is doing. 

JUDGE MURTAM:  I am asking you if 

you know if Bruce would have such a large following 

without the use of such language? 

MR, KUH:  Objection. 

JUDGEMURTAGH:  Overruled. 

THE WITNESS:  I don't know how 

large it is. You asked me before if I knew if the 

number of people that he reached were greater from 

the records than there. I think that is a se;arate 

proposition. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  Will you describe the 

language or words which add more to his performances 

as compared to these records referred to by My Kuh? 

THE WITNESS:  Well, Your Honor, I 

think that by the work that you judge the humor. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  Is it the words:or 

the language such as a.pears int the two records in 

this trial that is the work or language pertinent 

to humor. 

THE WITNESS: 
 I think it is pertinent. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  It is just however, 

confined to nightclubs? 



THE ikTNESSt  letViEkwould think so. 
".5. 

Q  With Bruce's skill and Bruce's gift and reputation this 

could be justified without the use of these words? 

A  I wouldn't be able to determine that becatse I think there are 
a great many people who listen to records and they like both of them 

naturally. One is a nightclub performance and I can't make a distinction 
3between them. 

Q  How do you yourself as a great critical judge find Bruce's 

two performances that you have read or heard in comparison to any of 

the iecordS which you are familiar with? 
A  You. are referring to these records? 

A Yes. 

MR. LOND(N:  If Your Honor, pleases, 

I t: ink he is mistating the testimony. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  Not  objection is overruled. 

He has read or heard the two performances and heard these 
four records. I think he is familiar. Overruled. 

A  I have listened to the nightclub performances frequently and 

I have them in mind. I do not have the records in mind and so I cannot 
say. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  You have knowledge of 

his records? 

THE WITNESS: 
 More in the nightclub 

than on the records. On the records I don't think the 

performances are the best as in a night club performance. 
JUDGE MURTAGH:  Those two performances 

in tile ,night club are not of the same kind as are 

characteristic of his records; is that true? 
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THE WITNESS:  They.are pretty much the 
same kind. There is a difference in the language. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  Then the language in the 
records? 

THE WITNESS:  My memory of the reciards 
is that the language there, there is an occasional use of,  
the word such as ass. I wouldn't want to state for a fact. 
My memory is that there is such use of such words as 

 \ 

"tit" or something in that order. 
Q  If I told you that there is an occasional use of the 

word screw up two or three times, making a total of . on both sides of 
the record - three times, but no use of the word fuck or mother 
fucker or cocksucker 

A Yes. 
Q  And words such as tit, fuck shit.a I ask you whether they are 

essentially the same or differen.? 
A  The material, the subj ct matter, the satirical quality, 

the attitude are essentially the same, but the use of the language 
and the technique used apparently is not the same because it 
is a matter of technique used. 

JUDGE MURTAGE:  Within youe judgement 
as one of th. nation's greatest critics, in referring to 
work that does not use this techniques. This is a 
night club. Your tppression is -that he uses this language 
merely because this is a night.club? 

THE WITNESS:  Well, this is a night 
club and this is how I tit:* of him as a night club 
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performer. The records is a business and nightclub 

a career ••• 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  Have you heard this 

techAque of using language of this nature, as contained 

in these two tran;cripts'before the couAs  have you found 

that technique characteristic of his work in other than, 

night clubs or dc yoU know? 

THE WITNESS:  W 11,'this ••• 

JUDGE MURTAGHt  I said other than 

night clubs 

THE WITNESS:  You are referring to 

the records? 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  Anything other than . 

night clubs? 

THE WITNESS:  I would say in a 

general statement that he uses the language in referring 

to somethings in records and television performances. 

I would say also that I find him at his best fully and most 

characteristically in his night club performances. 

 

Q  Would you say thet Bruce uses words that to society would be 

filth? 

 

A  They don't seem to be filthy. 

 

-Q  When I say society I think you know that I mean commw ity 
standards? 

 

A  I would say that it would be characteristic of Lenny Bruce 

to use t language which is disturbing to certain people and I think he 

uses it in ways that are ju!,tified and can be justified for purposes of 

his art but not language that is crucial to his performances. He can 

perform without using it. I would say that it is a folly when he does us 
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certain kinds of language. 

Q  Your frame of reference is that his characteristic a a 

I think you used the words - - is in night club performances; is that 

correct? 

A Yes. 

Q  His performances on television, radio and phonograph 

records is less characteristic of his performances; is that correct? 

A • I didn't say less characteristic. I said less full.  \ 

There is more in it. It gives for a more fr&a use of language then',_  

obv ously, radio. 

Q  Do you have lesser background? 

A  Sometimes of course but the knowledge that it is bein 

recorded makes a differen e. 

.q  You heard Bruce's recording today did you not? 

A  Of course I heard the record but it wasn't arranged for a 

record performance. You would have to change the manner in some way. 

Q  You say that the records are the same as Bruce's comments on 

Exhibit' f and 5? 

A  Essentially. They deal with the same public.  matter. 

Q  The same function? 

A  Not- -I don't know what you are referring o. 

Q  The same functions? Are they the same funciton as you 

explained, are there discussions of hiving sexual intercourse with 

the chickens? Are there comments of Mrs. Roosevelt's breast or Jackie 

Kennedy in any of these night club shows?. 

A  Now all of the terms that you describe constitute the material 

.for the two shows that were taken. Therefore I would imagine that 

it was a in substance. 

Q  Then you are telling us- 
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A  You are telling me. You have not asked me. You have made 
a sta ement. 

Q  In your knowledge of community standards, would you say that 

there is a degree of filth in the discussing intercourse with the 
chickens? How does the community respond, for instance, in Lima 
Ohio, the audience? Would y,  u say:  that not only are the words different 1 
but the context is quite different? • 

A  The first thing that I would comment on is that I don't except 
the description of this program. Judge ereel said yesterday that there 
is not in' talking about intercourse with the chickens- - 
The whole point of this section is different and for you to state it 
this way- -It is not filthy, 

Q  Letts get back to this Mr. Gilman. I now ask you whether 
the contents, the isbstance of the reco d- and I give you the 
title I hand you a card which is a copy of the title inside of the 
record - 

MR. LONDON:  Objection. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  Overruled. 

Q  I ask you if thi: contents of this record is quite a 

different variety =then dhe substance of the night club? 

MR. aNDcN:  Onjection. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  Overruled. This is 

cross examination. You opened the door. 

MR. LONDON:  If Yourilonor pleases 

these are not all of the records that Bruce made. 
JUDGE MURTAG  Overruled. Answer the 

q 'question. 



A 

Q 

Q 

A  Of course it differs as any two performanc s differ and as any 

novels differ. 

Q  Would you say that the whole of the records are different? 

A  Not very. As a matter of fact I dontt see any consor of these 
progaams. I don't think there should be any censorship of th6se cases- . 

MR. LONDON:  WOuld . the record 
note when the witness said @ "these cases" he was referring 
to the transcript of April 7th and April 1st performance. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  the record will so note 

and the record will refle t the fact that the Iud es will judge 

this for themselves. 

Q  You just told us I think you said intehalf of Mr. Bruce 

that you object to censorship; is that correct? 

A  I didn't say that, but I would object to tie censorship 
with matters as to*at constitute obscenity. 

Q  Now, you did mention that fuck, shit or cocksucker are 

words which youlculd like s tome liberated from shame and tha , .you 

don't -equivocate such words as cunt and like mother fugkert  bUt.there 

are these words that you would like to see liberated from sha0 

No, not wary widely. 

But widely? 

No,.moderately. 

It does differ? 

A 

Q 

Substantially. 

Ny Substantially, what do you mean 

Well, I think you can understand 

Taii:riss'vriit'it you mean by substantially?' 
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A  I mean that it should be somr kind of freedom in the use 

of the word. I don not think that we should liberate them all from 

shame in the sense that you would liberate BrUoe in a night club 

performance. 

Q  To what extent would you liberate them?.  

A  I would liberate them 1 n the sense that I would work to 

have them allowed to be used with discretion. It is a personal 
matter. I would not want the word to be forbidden9 

In what fashion would you go about liberating them so that thel 

could be used when you use them? 

MR. LONDON:  Objection. 

JUDGE MURTAGHs  Substained. 

JUDGE CREEL  Is it characteristic of 

Mr. Bruce to use Yiddish words as he has in the exhibits? 

THE WITNESS:  Yes, I would say quite 

characteristic. 

JUDGE CREEL 
 

Will you look at 

Exhibit 4 and turn to page 4, ther is a certain word 

here, al:e you familiar with this word, the 6th line? 

THE WE TNESS:  
to b e Yiddish. 

JUDGE CREED 

don't know what it means? 

THE WITNES:. s 

JUDGE CREEL 

means? 

It doesn't seem to me 

It is not Yiddish, you 

It is not Yiddish. 

Do you know what it 

THE WITNESS:  No. 

judge m 
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JUDGE MURTAGH:  Any further cross 

examination? 
MR. KUH:  Just a feq more 

questions. 

Q  Mr. Brucels use of the word "tit", this expression mom 

Exhibit 5, April 1st performance as I have itwrotadonw, you spoke 

yesterday and you said, I rtuo e "We find the untouched tit disturbing" 

Did you say something to that effect? 

A  Found it untouched.  point was to say that the dirtyness 

that 'gets ascribed to the breast is because of the shamefulness attache{ 

to the bbdy which society attached to it, 

Q  Just tell us please when you use the phrase, "The untouched 

tit is disturbing, to whom are you referring? 
MR. LONDON:  Objection Your 

the witness just ansteredo 
JUDGE MURTAGH:  Overruled. 

A  Well, in a sense I am referring to American Society, 

Q  Including yourself? 

A  Including myself as gar as that goes. 

MR. LONDON:  Objection. I object to 

!1r. Kuh usin,:, those sly objcctional remarks in his 

questions to -the witness. 
JUDGE MURTAGHt  Denied. 

Q  Did I understand you to say that when you use the phrase, 

"the,untouched tit, is disturbing" you are including Richard Gilman? 

A • Yes, in so far as I a am•a critic.  am a member of the societz 

and I am subject to the same pressures as everybody else. 

Q  Did you mean Richard G111171;111 found 'the 'untouched breast 

,disturbing? 
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MR. LONDON:  Objection. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  Overruled. 

A  No, I didn't. 

Q  So that you would like to exclude yoU4self as "we"? 

No, I would not exclude myself from .the sociological 

responsibility that I have as a namlier of the Society. 

Q  ise you telling u that the American Society finds it 

disturbing but that you as a scientific n,  critical person differ from i 

thL vast bulk of the American populatian in a, limited regard? 

A  I'vould say that to a natter of every small degree. 

JUDGE MURTAGHt  The Olswer is yes, or 
no. 

AMR-WITNESS:  I cannot answer it 

yes or no. It is not the kind of question that you 

cans newer 5rs or no. 

Q  You testified yesterday in ansever to N. London's qgestion 
and tell me if you recollect yesterday's :estimony in answer to 

Mr. London's question as to the defi nition of artistic value, that 

actors have a scale or particular value and you expressed the relativity 

by the experience, presence, what he says and did you say language? 

A Yes. 

Q - You have read the transcript h.re; is that correct? 

A Yes. 

Q  And you have seen other performances; is that correct? 

A Yes. 

Did all four shows use at least some of the same terms? 

A Yes. 

Q  In terms of using this material did it'vary from show to 

show? 
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A  Yes. 

Q  Did each show last approximately fifty minutes? 
A  I would my - 

Q Roughly? 

A  Forty, fifty minutes. 

Q  A part from looking at yOUrwatchwas there any way ytlu 

of you knowing when the show had reached the middle or had reached 

the end or was about to reach the end:: 

A Yes. 

Q  What was the basis that you, knew that the show was about to 

reach its end in any particular show? 

A  Well, a partially because of the knowledge of just bout how much 

ground he generally covered- - 

Q  Will you explain to the cou t the form f£ the show which you 

would expect toemsist in thw show,? 
A  I couldn't use words- - 

Q  Will you explain? I think this morning that you said you 

cc,uld tell from the timing. Will you explain this lb= that Bruce 
used? 

A  The form is not e actly the whole mat,er. It is a matter of 
continuity. t There is a form that can be given to chaotic material ant 

from 
there is a form that cannot/beginning to end. 

Q  Then you concede that the material here involved was chaotic 

material? 
A  It is material in its original source. 

W  Is Bruce the original source? 

A  No, the original source is the society from which he gets it, • 

the social conditions. 

Q  * Will you tell us the form of Bruce's show that you find that 
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Bruce brings out chaos? Will you tell us in terms -of from and what 

the form is? 

A  He takes  material from certain profoundly important 

areas, sexual areas, political areas, racial and 

A  Aren8t you talking- 

MR. LONDON:  If Your Honor Pleases, 

He asked the witness a question and now he is trying to 

answer it. 

MR. KUH:  Your Honor, it is 

not responsive to the question. 

MR. LONDON:  Your Honor, the witness 

was speaking about the subs ance before he speak about, the 

form. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  Objection is overruled. 

Answer the question, please. 

A  H e takes this material which are public expressions and 

he imposes or inter plays a personality upon it. That is the 

meaning of giving form so that these matters are filtered through 

Lenny Bruce's consciousness b his speech, his style and what 

he imposes upon it. That is the form. That is the way that, 

let's say, that it is seen by Lenny Brucw which is the form, nc 

a scene by you or by or any ody else in America. It is his 

particular impression. It is Bruce's manner and that is the 

aspect of his form. 

Q  So that Lenny Brucels personality is part of that oform; 

is ,that correct? 
A  Well- - 

Q So that if his personality is sick and chaotic then the form 

is sick and chaotic; is that correct? 
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A  That is too much for me, that sentence. 

Q  Well, I will say it again. You say that it is the 

personality of Lenny Bruce that make out the form. If this personalit 

is sick and chaotic and disordered then the form is sick and chaotic? 

MR. LONDON:  Objection Your 

Honor. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  Overruled. 

4  I don't - -tha.  follows. The form is imdependent of the 

conten s and as to the extent of sickness or health. You do not 

speak of sick or healthy forms. You cannot. 

Q  Did you ever he;,r or articulate ski lly, Mr. Gillman, can you 

describe to us the form of the Lenny Bruce show, that. you hold in 

your hand other than a reflection of Lenny Bruce's personality? 

A  The form is as I explained before is a kind of drama put 

on as he appears. That is Bruce's presen ation. In going to the 

transcript the first remarks on April 1- - 

R  I am going to interrupt you and ask you if you are articulate 

in your skill as a critic to tell us the form, not amply to read back 

the script that runs some thirty pages. 

MR. LONDON:  The witness is trying 

to give him an ex:donation. I object. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  Overruled. Answer 

-the quer:tion as it was restated. 

A  The form of the show is that of an appearance belonging to 

Lenny Bruce on the platform and on the state. He then proceeds to rc 

establish the nature of his shows, he begins to lalk about various 

topics which lead generally into each other then in a logical or schemat 
tally. 

Q  They lead logically int0.each'orth4i1W‘41 

k;  gefOial.iy lauttheyrOid4dtti.4 ' 
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some things 14.11 put him in mind of others and he will go over into 
it in that way. That to me, incidentally, is a symbol of the 

intricacy and the depth of the work that he is constantly leading 

material. 

Q  Are ycu saying ,hLt there is a depth as to the expressions of 
. 

the structure of what Bruce does? 

A  As to xpressions. 

Q  You as a critic are familiar with particular differences, %Can 

you define it? 
A  Define what? 

Q  The form of Lenny Bruce's performance? 

A  I did. I thought I did. Again it is the form of the drama 

from the presen ation whic is an aspect of the play which Bruce does, 

they way he moves from the audience and back to personal exioressions, th 

timing, the nature of his expressions of the space, of the :tags. The 

performances differ from night to night. 

JUDGE: MURTAGH:  All that you are saying 

does not really bring a thcught specifically 

that there is any form? 

THL WITNES:A  Yes, there is. I have 

just described it in detail. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  You haven't expressed 

one single thcught tc it in all of your testimony. 

ME WITNESS:  Well, Your Honors  I 

think that is what is described in James Joyce, in 

form. 

'JUDGE MURTAGH:  Couldn't you direct a 

specific statement to show the court°  This is aimless,. 

pro*do 
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A  When he Ives a performance there is a form. He has to 

talk. There is a kind of different manner, Sveryth ing has to be 

defined to the last word. It is satirical. He generally backs over 

and gives it continuity to the expressions. 

Q  Are you telling us Mr. Gillman that he tiles the tbrm out of 

the substance. 

A  Well, actually the form is a continuously one. 

Q  Wo that you are unable, except b. y reference to content 

to tell us what the form is, that it has order rather than chaos? 

A  By the same token you are unable to accept the form as to 

what the cn tents are. 

Q  Is the Bruce show, the two shows, you have been there clear 

as to Bruce's meaning for instance of he Jackie Kennedy story? Is 

the meaning clear regardl,ss to the audience that is sitting there? 

MR. LONDON:  The witness has been testy 

tying for quite smetime without 'let up. I wonder if he 

might hage a short recess. 

JUDGE MURTAGH:  I suggest that we do try to 

terminate it. We will cnntinu e. 

Q  Is it clear to the audience from the script such as we 

have hrre= 

MR. LONDON:  I object to he question. 

JUDGE MURSAGH:  Objection is sustained. 

Q  Do you find, Mr. Gilman some obscurity in postions of 

BruceSs performance in exhibits b 4 and 5? 

A  I find no obsecu ity on the part- - 

Q  Even with certain words? From time to time weren't there 

words that don't get across even to lie audience that is present? 

A Yes. 



Q  Were they words that the meaning is not cl ai and could 

be obscure? 

MR. L,NDON:  Objection. 

JUDGE MURTAGRt  SUstiiiitk 
,  • Q  You are a critic Pvd a'represenrat0111,Of'the'community; 

are you not? 
A  I don8t know what you mea n by the phrase. I was not. 

hired by the community. I was hired by a magazine. 

Q  Did I understand you in answer to Mr. Londnn question when.  
you said that the thing twit makes it difficult for people to follow ' 
his intenti n is the control; did you say -hat? 

A Yes. 

Q  And you said that it is difficult to fbllow sometimes and 

it breaks up the concentration so that the value.and•the element of 

the work can be communicated more freely to the audience - isnp t4;t 1  
.Y. , 

obscutity? 

A  Not necessarily.  i 
:‘ Q - When Bruce knocked Jackie Kennedy in his poesen ation, was't 

obscure or obscurity intended?.. 

A  I don't think it was intended. 

Q  You said the thing that make it difficult for people* 

to follow is the intention. It is so concen .  rated; wh3re you talking 

of the substance of the Bruce shows, the two that you have before you? 

A  Yes,-it is frequently compressed and, it somet imes covers. 

a large range of material. 

Q  And if this language is ocscure and difficult to follow, 

would you as a critic, say that it is artistically done when it is not 

being conveyed or distributed or sold . to someone.? 

A  I would say that  reflects on the artietiwy... 
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74 it ,obtetire? 

tits. :7;?;thilak it reflects on the artist. 

LONDON:  If Your Honor pleases 

the witness has been questioned for quite sometime. 

AJDGE HURTAGH:  We will recess new 

until-21000 

1101  ask the court to instruct 

the vitnesses to talk to absolutely no one. 

JUDGE MUELTAGH:  Tho witnesses are instructed' 

to speak to no one about any aspect of this case. 

The above is a correct trans0i0 
•. 

of the minutes taken in this ittlii34ti 

Official Court Reporter 




